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Abstract

Manufacturers are increasingly outsourcing parts of the design and fabrica-
tion of integrated circuits (ICs) to reduce costs. Recent publications show
that outsourcing of parts of the design and development process can pose a
serious threat to governments and corporations, as they lose control of the
development process. This facilitates the insertion of covert and undocu-
mented functionality, also known as hardware trojans, in hardware designs.
This combined with the fact that more and more devices are connected over
the network would mean, a security breach in one device could not only have
direct consequences but also open the door to attacks on the entire network.
Thus there is growing need to protect ICs and the devices into which they
are integrated from adversaries trying to maliciously modify the device to
gain access to sensitive information. This work begins with an analysis of
the complete development process of ICs to identify the key vulnerabilities
at each stage of the IC development process. A comprehensive analysis of
hardware trojan insertion possibilities and respective detection strategies is
presented. The analysis also includes the estimated cost of tools and effort
associated with the various hardware trojan insertion and detection schemes.
The aim of this analysis is to provide a solid basis for assessing the risks and
to identify the challenges associated with securing the IC development pro-
cess.

Having identified the threats and challenges of malicious hardware inclu-
sions, we show how such malicious hardware cores can be used to compro-
mise system-on-chips (SoCs) with an integrated FPGA fabric (FPGA SoCs).
FPGA SoCs are an ideal choice for applications demanding significant pro-
cessing power and high flexibility, such as advanced statistical analysis of vast
troves of sensor data through deep neural networks. They allow to enhance
complex software systems with reconfigurable hardware accelerators that are
updatable over the lifetime of the device. However, with this flexibility comes
the threat of a malicious actor trying to extract and exploit intellectual prop-
erty (IP). For FPGA SoCs new threats arise from the fact that the processor
and FPGA are connected to the same memory bus, so that FPGA hardware
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designs can interfere with software routines on FPGA SoCs. An enabling
factor is that integrated hardware designs are likely bought from external
partners to reduce costs. There is a realistic lack of security review at the
system integrators. Here, we discuss software protection mechanisms offered
in conventional SoCs and techniques to circumvent them via malicious hard-
ware blocks. As concrete examples, these vulnerabilities are exploited to
demonstrate their effects on key security mechanisms, namely secure boot
and secure update. From these examples we see that even when state-of-
the-art software security mechanisms are implemented, this combination of
high performance application processors with reconfigurable hardware cre-
ates new security threats. Hence we also present an effective mitigation
technique to isolate hardware IP cores with access to memory such that they
do not corrupt the rest of the system. We propose a countermeasure in the
form of easy-to-review and re-usable security wrapper for hardware modules
which prevents any unauthorized memory access by included hardware de-
signs. Since embedded devices are often used in hostile environments such
as autonomous cars, readout is often realistic and the user IP contained is
susceptible to reverse engineering. Thus there is a need to protect the en-
closed user IP from malicious modifications. Typically users have to depend
on the manufacturer-provided built-in features such as bitstream/firmware
encryption together with the corresponding manufacturer-provided key stor-
age. Research has shown these manufacturer-provided built-in cores to be
insecure and susceptible to side channel attacks. Hence, here we step away
from manufacturer-provided decryption cores and key storage and instead
use dynamic partial reconfiguration together with updatable user trusted
cryptographic cores to secure user hardware cores.



Kurzfassung

Hersteller lagern zunehmend Teile des Designs und der Herstellung von
integrierten Schaltungen (ICs) aus, um Kosten zu senken. Aktuelle
Veröffentlichungen zeigen, dass Outsourcing hier zum Problem werden kann,
da Unternehmen den Entwicklungsprozess nicht mehr vollständig kontrol-
lieren können. Dies erleichtert Angreifern das Einfügen von Fehlern oder
sogar versteckter und undokumentierter Funktionalität in Hardware Designs.
Solche bösartigen Änderungen am Hardware-Design werden oft als Hardware-
Trojaner bezeichnet. Dies in Verbindung mit der Tatsache, dass immer mehr
Geräte über das Netzwerk verbunden sind, würde bedeuten, dass ein Sicher-
heitsverstoß nicht nur einzelnen Geräten schaden könnte, sondern auch die
Tür für Angriffe auf das gesamte Netzwerk öffnen kann. Daher wächst die
Notwendigkeit, ICs und die Geräte, in die sie integriert sind, vor Gegnern zu
schützen, die versuchen, das Gerät böswillig zu verändern, um Zugang zu sen-
siblen Informationen zu erhalten. Diese Arbeit beginnt mit einer Analyse des
gesamten Entwicklungsprozesses von ICs, um die wichtigsten Schwachstellen
in jeder Phase der IC-Entwicklung zu identifizieren. Die Analyse beinhaltet
auch die geschätzten Kosten für Tools und den Aufwand im Zusammenhang
mit den verschiedenen Techniken zum Einfügen und Erkennen von Hardware-
Trojanern. Ziel dieser Analyse ist es, eine solide Grundlage für die Bewertung
der Risiken zu schaffen und die Herausforderungen zu identifizieren, die mit
der Sicherung des IC-Entwicklungsprozesses verbunden sind.

Nachdem wir die Bedrohungen und Herausforderungen durch bösartige
Hardwareeinschlüsse identifiziert haben, zeigen wir, wie bösartige Hard-
warekerne verwendet werden können, um System-on-Chips (SoCs) mit einem
integrierten FPGA (FPGA SoCs) zu kompromittieren. FPGA SoCs sind eine
ideale Wahl für Anwendungen, die eine hohe Rechenleistung und Flexibilität
erfordern, z.B. die statistische Analyse von riesigen Mengen an Sensordaten
durch neuronale Netze. Diese Plattform ermöglicht es, komplexe Software
auf dem Prozessor und Hardwarebeschleuniger auf dem FPGA auszuführen,
mit dem zusätzlichen Vorteil, dass sie über die Lebensdauer des Geräts ak-
tualisiert werden können. Jedoch erlaubt das erhöhte Maß an Flexibilität
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einem Angreifer, geistiges Eigentum, wie Beschleuniger zur Signalverar-
beitung, zu extrahieren und auszunutzen. Für FPGA SoCs ergeben sich neue
Bedrohungen daraus, dass Prozessor und FPGA an den selben Speicherbus
angeschlossen sind, so dass FPGA-Hardware-Designs die Software-Routinen
auf FPGA SoCs stören können. Ein Faktor ist, dass integrierte Hardware-
Module wahrscheinlich von externen Partnern gekauft werden, um die Kosten
zu reduzieren. In der Praxis gibt es oft einen realistischen Mangel an
Sicherheitsüberprüfung bei der Systemintegration. Hier diskutieren wir Soft-
wareschutzmechanismen, die in herkömmlichen SoCs angeboten werden, und
Techniken, um sie durch bösartige Hardwareblöcke zu umgehen. Als konkrete
Beispiele zeigen wir, wie diese Schwachstellen ausgenutzt werden können, um
die wichtigen Sicherheitsmechanismen, Secure Boot und Secure Update, zu
umgehen. Aus diesen Beispielen ersehen wir, dass selbst wenn modernste
Software-Sicherheitsmechanismen implementiert werden, diese Kombination
aus Anwendungsprozessoren mit rekonfigurierbarer Hardware leider zu neuen
Sicherheitsbedrohungen führt. Daher stellen wir auch eine effektive Maß-
nahme vor, um Hardware-IP-Kerne mit Zugriff auf den Speicher zu isolieren,
dass sie den Rest des Systems nicht beschädigen. Wir haben eine Gegen-
maßnahme in Form eines einfach zu überprüfenden und wiederverwend-
baren Wrapper-Moduls entwickelt, das den Zugriff von nicht autorisierten
Benutzern durch die enthaltenen Hardware-Designs verhindert. Da einge-
bettete Geräte häufig in feindlichen Umgebungen, z.B. autonomen Autos,
eingesetzt werden, ist ein Auslesen oft realistisch und enthaltene IP anfällig
für Reverse-Engineering. Daher ist es außerdem notwendig, die integrierte
Benutzer IP vor bösartigen Änderungen zu schützen. In der Regel muss der
Benutzer die vom Hersteller bereitgestellten Funktionen, wie Bitstream- oder
Firmware-Verschlüsselung, mit dem entsprechenden vom Hersteller bereit-
gestellten Schlüsselspeicher verwenden. Aktuelle Veröffentlichungen zeigen,
dass diese vom Hersteller bereitgestellten Beschleuniger teilweise unsicher
und anfällig für Seitenkanalangriffe sein können. Daher entfernen wir uns hier
von den vom Hersteller bereitgestellten Entschlüsselungsbeschleuniger und
Schlüsselspeichern und verwenden stattdessen dynamische partielle Rekonfig-
uration zusammen mit einem aktualisierbaren, vom Benutzer selbst entwick-
elten vertrauenswürdigen kryptografischen Beschleuniger, um die Benutzer
Hardware-Module zu sichern.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Electronic devices control all aspects of our daily life helping us create and
collaborate with one another. With our reliance on electronic devices steadily
growing, the risk of malicious activities, e.g. cloning and illegal use of credit
cards, counterfeiting of hardware components, hijacking cars, are also on
the rise. The rise in the number of internet of things (IoT) and cyber-
physical systems is also causing a shift from traditionally isolated devices
as previously seen in industrial and home automation applications, towards
fully connected devices. Apart from the harm done to a single isolated device,
there is also now the possibility that malicious activities can be scaled such
that the entire network is affected. For instance, researchers have shown how
one compromised smart lightbulb can be used to affect other smart lightbulbs
in the vicinity [ROSW16] thereby potentially causing a city-wide blackout.
Thus as the scope of connected devices expand, the need for solid information
security is inevitable.

Information security aims to prevent data from being illegally accessed,
modified or used. The main objectives of information security are, con-
fidentiality, integrity, authentication and non-repudiation. Confidentiality
protects information from unauthorized entities through mathematical algo-
rithms that render data unintelligible. Integrity assures that the information
has not been altered illegitimately. Authentication assures the information is
being exchanged between authorized entities instead of masqueraders. Non-
repudiation prevent entities from denying a previous commitment or action.

This thesis deals with the impact of malicious hardware inclusions in re-
configurable system-on-chips (SoCs), as they are increasingly being used in
safety and security critical applications, together with corresponding coun-
termeasures to protect the system. The rest of the chapter is organized as
follows: Section 1.1 provides the motivation for this thesis. Section 1.2 and
Section 1.3 states the objectives and contributions of this thesis respectively.
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Hardware

Software

Device drivers &
Board support

Operating system

User applications

CPU, comm. interfaces,
  hardware accelerators, 
memory, BootROM code

Figure 1.1: Abstraction layers of a typical embedded system

1.1 Motivation

Across all domains, embedded systems are mostly built on high-volume SoCs.
SoCs are integrated circuits (ICs) that consist of a mix of both analog and
digital components on a single chip capable of executing a complex software
system including a rich operating system (OS). Figure 1.1 shows the different
abstraction layers in such systems. For the hardware level, the common
practice among embedded system designers is to use commercially available
off-the-shelf SoC chips. The designer then customizes the software that runs
on the hardware to meet the requirements of the end user application.

As SoC and application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) designs in gen-
eral are steadily becoming more complex, companies are not always able to
perform all the design in house or afford the fabrication equipment for small
feature sizes. Globalization has made it easier to design and fabricate ICs by
outsourcing parts of the design and fabrication to other companies around the
world. In general, SoCs typically run a mixture of open-source and closed-
source intellectual property (IP) and include network communication inter-
faces. Even large ASIC SoCs for short-lived consumer-grade routers/modems
are designed with outsourced hardware modules, which means that the fol-
lowing threat also applies to ASICs in such cases. A factor for the outsourcing
is the cost associated with the design, development and fabrication of ICs.
Outsourcing allow designers to save costs and time but they also start to
lose control over their design processes. This opens the issue of trust in ICs
and devices into which they are integrated as adversaries can maliciously
manipulate the design of ICs, without the knowledge of the designer.

Malicious manipulations of ICs have been gaining a lot of attention in the
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last few years by both, researchers and governmental organizations. Various
publications and projects undertaken by governments and defense organiza-
tions [Ade08, For05, Mar11] are indicators of the growing fear of malicious
hardware. Based on recent trends [JJC13, BS13, GN13, PLS13], we see that
it is not only the outsourcing of fabrication that is prone to malicious ma-
nipulations, but the entire IC development chain. The different types of
malicious manipulations in an IC include those that weaken the system, give
unauthorized access to the system, and directly modify the functionality of
the system. Weakening refers to manipulations that compromise the sys-
tem’s performance or reliability without directly manipulating the IC design
or endangering the data integrity, e.g. causing early aging in ICs by using
higher temperature during the IC fabrication [SWR+10]. Unauthorized ac-
cesses can be used for debugging purposes [SW12a], but can also be fatal and
maliciously used to insert, modify or leak information of the IC design. Mod-
ifying functionality through the malicious insertion, deletion or modification
of the original IC design is commonly referred to as hardware trojans. They
are built to covertly gain access to secure devices and their data without
affecting its normal operation. Such manipulations pose a threat not only
to security-sensitive devices used for military or financial systems, but also
consumer appliances.

A trojan is composed of two parts: trigger and payload. The trigger
is the activation signal, while the payload is the main trojan functionality.
Trojans are known to be dormant until they are triggered. Some of the
typical characteristics of trojans are (i) not changing the physical form and
number of inputs and outputs of the original IC, (ii) being at least 3-4 orders
of magnitude smaller than the original circuit, (iii) remaining undetected
during regular test phases, and (iv) operating covertly during the normal IC
operation [ABK+07].

The advantage of hardware trojans is that access to a whole series or
a batch of chips can be gained by manipulating the design or fabrication
of an IC. The manipulations inserted during design or fabrication can be
exploited later when the device is deployed with lower efforts. However, the
cost of inserting malicious functionality can vary significantly depending on
the design stage at which it is included.

With the rapid development in IoT applications, the need for secure, flex-
ible and performance-driven embedded systems is growing. Vast amounts of
sensor data need to be processed instantly within embedded systems for ex-
traction of relevant information and fast reaction times. Devices are moving
away from centralised cloud-based data computation and towards edge com-
puting nodes. For instance autonomous driving requires real time object
recognition with low latency to detect upcoming obstacles. A failure could
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have direct and fatal consequences. Thus, there is a need for high perfor-
mance computing nodes directly on-site.

FPGA SoCs are considered to be valuable platforms in this regard. FPGA
SoCs integrate a hard-core processor system and a field programmable gate
array (FPGA) fabric on the same die. The hard-core processor can be used
to run complex software, while the reconfigurable logic can be used to replace
slow software functions, e.g. cryptographic functions with efficient and high
performance custom hardware accelerators. Systems built using such devices
(e.g. public transportation infrastructure [Lei15]) are able to support signif-
icant computational capabilities through hardware acceleration while both,
software as well as hardware can be updated in the field. Thus, giving sys-
tem architects more control over the design and performance. Designers are
more flexible and can directly add new hardware accelerators, which they
can download from an IP store. This is simply cheaper and provides a faster
time-to-market. Open-source software is used for similar reasons. For exam-
ple, the elastic compute cloud (EC2) from Amazon web services includes an
instance with integrated FPGAs (EC2 F1 instance) where hardware cores
can be used from a dedicated IP market place [Jef16]. As FPGA SoCs get
more versatile, they will likely become a popular choice for embedded sys-
tems in the future. A trend that is also evident from the FPGA vendors who
are continually investing in new FPGA SoCs to make them more flexible and
powerful [Alt15, Xil17, Mic18b, Int19, Xil19].

Configurable hardware within FPGA SoCs is typically connected to high-
bandwidth memory buses of the central processing unit (CPU) which means
that hardware blocks may possibly access memory regions that are access-
managed by the software system. This has severe consequences for the
system, because these hardware blocks may easily corrupt the security of
the entire system. We have in the past seen similar attack vectors in the
PC world which were successful. For instance, external high-speed inter-
faces have been misused to directly access internal memory [Gam11, Rus13].
Fortunately, countermeasures like input output memory management unit
(IOMMU) have also been developed against such attacks [AMD11]. IOMMU
handles the memory management of peripherals with direct access to memory
and thereby prevents unauthorized memory accesses. However, such threats
are now possible from a new direction, i.e. through the integrated hardware.

If hardware is sourced from elsewhere, it is hence questionable whether the
embedded system designers/integrators will be able to properly review the
hardware code to check for unwanted functionality or vulernabilites. In many
cases, hardware blocks are even delivered as a synthesized netlist which more
or less restricts a proper review. The problem is that malicious functionality
could be part of such hardware modules. Extensive tests must be conducted
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to ensure the integrity of IP cores [BH10]. However, thorough testing of IP
cores is a time consuming and complex process. Typically, the IP vendors
provide a testbench along with the IP core which can be used to test the core.
System designers integrating the IP core would use the provided testbenches
to verify the functionality of the IP core. These testbenches do not cover
all the possible test cases. As a result, finding a small stealthy malicious
function by solely running these testbenches is extremely difficult.

1.2 Objectives

The objectives of this work can be summarized into three main categories:

1. Comprehensive understanding of the current threats of malicious hard-
ware modules to embedded systems

2. Evaluate the practicality and scope of malicious hardware on the overall
system security

3. Develop and evaluate countermeasures to protect systems against ma-
licious hardware modules

1.3 Contributions

This work begins with a comprehensive study of the threat of hardware
trojans and different detection schemes currently known. The feasibility of
malicious insertions and the associated costs are derived for each stage of the
IC development and production. The different entities capable of inserting
malicious functionality are also analyzed. This analysis allows us to judge
the threat level that is essential for future researchers and design houses to
develop efficient techniques to protect the integrity of their products. Based
on the outcomes of the vulnerability analysis different threat vectors are de-
rived. This resulted in a contribution, Hardware Trojans: current challenges
and approaches to the IET Computers & Digital Techniques journal in 2014
[JMHS14].

Having identified the vulnerabilities in the IC development chain, they
are exploited to demonstrate their implications using real world examples. In
that, hidden functionality in third party hardware cores is derived to be a very
important threat vector. Hidden functionality in a third party hardware core
is used to circumvent memory protection and corrupt the software update
process running on the processing system. For demonstration purposes, a
malicious hardware core is designed for the Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA SoC
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platform which is capable of finding and replacing the public key in memory
which is used for the authentication of system updates. The core scans the
memory at run-time for this public key. Once the key has been located, it is
replaced by a pre-defined key known to the attacker. This allows an attacker
to later maliciously update and alter the system. Thus, a malicious hardware
core is used to access unauthorized regions of memory and alter its contents.
This resulted in a contribution, Compromising FPGA SoCs using malicious
hardware blocks at the Design, Automation & Test in Europe Conference &
Exhibition, DATE conference in 2017 [JRZ+17].

Secure boot, one of the most important and basic security features of
embedded systems, is analyzed to understand how malicious hardware blocks
in FPGA SoCs can compromise it. A proof of concept is implemented on the
Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA SoC device. We also show why newer embedded
systems which include IOMMUs will likely be susceptible to such attacks.
The proof of concept system includes a conventional software stack along
with an additional hardware block for the FPGA. The included unwanted
hardware functionality overwrites parameters of the second stage boot loader,
U-boot, during secure boot so that an unauthorized kernel image is retrieved
and booted over the network instead of the local authorized image even
though all previous boot stages are properly verified prior to that. This
resulted in a contribution, How to Break Secure Boot on FPGA SoCs through
Malicious Hardware at the Cryptographic Hardware and Embedded Systems
- CHES conference in 2017 [JHZ+17].

Since FPGA SoCs may contain a mix of hardware cores from various
sources whose trust level may be hard to determine, there is need to prevent
hardware cores from interfering or corrupting another process on the system.
Here, a security wrapper for hardware cores with access to memory is de-
veloped. It is a simple hardware wrapper for the AXI bus interface which
is easy to wrap around all outsourced hardware cores with memory access
and is configured from software. This wrapper can be easily integrated by
the system designers to protect the system against all unauthorized memory
accesses through hardware cores. It can be seen as a stripped-down IOMMU
which instead works directly after configuration (without requiring the soft-
ware to explicitly enable or configure it, which is usually done after boot in
the OS) and has a smaller set of functionality, thus, trusted code base. This
contribution was part of the paper, How to Break Secure Boot on FPGA
SoCs through Malicious Hardware presented at Cryptographic Hardware and
Embedded Systems - CHES conference in 2017 [JHZ+17].

As such embedded systems contain sensitive user IPs and are deployed in
hostile environments, thus their configurations need to be protected. We de-
velop a security enhanced configuration process using alternative side-channel
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hardened cryptographic accelerators for the authentication and decryption of
hardware configurations instead of the manufacturer-provided built-in cores.
Dynamic partial reconfiguration of FPGAs is used together with custom user
cryptographic cores to securely configure a system. A central contribution
of this work is a solution to retrofit FPGA SoCs with side-channel hardened
cryptographic cores to enhance design security. Further, by using FPGA
SoCs we also have the added benefit that the hardened cryptographic cores
are updatable, which enables them to be updated to fit new standards or
fix bugs. Parts of this work resulted in the following contributions, Securing
FPGA SoC configurations independent of their manufacturers to the Inter-
national System-on-Chip Conference, SOCC in 2017 [JWH+17] and SCA
Secure and Updatable Crypto Engines for FPGA SoC Bitstream Decryption.
At the Workshop on Attacks and Solutions in Hardware Security, ASHES in
2019 [UJH+19].

1.4 Organization

The rest of the work is organized as follows:
The thesis begins with an introduction to FPGAs and FPGA SoCs in Chap-
ter 2. Along with this, the relevant background on the conventional security
mechanisms in SoCs is also provided in Chapter 2. We then go on to un-
derstand the current threats and challenges with regard to hardware trojans
during IC development and FPGA-based development in general. Chapter 3
provides a study on the current threats and challenges in hardware trojans
design and detection techniques. The next chapters exploit the threats iden-
tified from this analysis and evaluate their feasibility in real world scenar-
ios. A practical realisation of the attack targeting secure software update
through the hardware on FPGA SoCs is outlined and implemented in Chap-
ter 4. Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the attack on secure boot
using a malicious hardware core in the FPGA fabric of an FPGA SoC. Fol-
lowing the attacks, two countermeasures are presented. Chapter 6 provides a
description of the design and implementation of the security enhanced AXI-
wrapper in order to isolate malicious cores with access to memory. Chapter 7
presents the scheme for secure configuration of FPGA SoCs using user crypto-
graphic cores instead of manufacturer-provided closed-source cryptographic
cores. Finally Chapter 8 draws the conclusion of this work.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides an introduction to the security in conventional SoC-
based embedded systems. In particular, the security at different abstraction
levels of the system will be presented with a focus on the memory manage-
ment schemes. Also provided in this chapter is an introduction to FPGA
systems. Finally, as a basis for the attacks to be discussed in later chapters,
the new contemporary embedded platform FPGA SoC is also introduced in
this chapter.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 provides an overview of
security in embedded systems. Section 2.2 describes different memory isola-
tion schemes available in today’s SoCs. Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 provide
an introduction to FPGAs and FPGA SoCs respectively.

2.1 Security of Embedded Systems

Popular security mechanisms for embedded systems are described in this
section. This is necessary to understand how embedded systems have been
evolving over the years and how the different security issues have been ad-
dressed in traditional embedded systems. The security mechanisms can be
divided into three layers, hardware, system start-up and run-time security,
built on top of each other as addressed below.

2.1.1 Hardware Security

Hardware security is the lowest level of embedded system security and is the
critical building block for securing later stages. With the rapid increase of the
IoT infrastructure and connected devices, embedded systems are now within
the physical reach of potential adversaries. A read-out of the contained IP

9
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is often possible thereby making them also vulnerable to attacks like reverse
engineering or malicious modification. To counteract this, many SoCs for
embedded systems include hardware cryptographic accelerators with a dedi-
cated secure memory for keys and/or certificates [Xil14]. These accelerators
are typically used to protect the user IPs while also accelerating the boot
process. Manufacturers now also allow users to freely use these hardware ac-
celerators for their respective use-cases [Xil17]. The secure key storage helps
to refrain from storing such information in external memories.

Manufacturer-provided hard-core cryptographic accelerators, however,
have in the past shown to be vulnerable to side channel attacks [MBKP11,
SW12a, SW12b, SMOP15, MS16] where physical properties of the device
such as timing [Koc96], power [KJJ99] and electromagnetic radiation [QS01]
are observed and exploited. The physical properties are usually observed
when the device performs critical functions like cryptographic operations
or checks, in order to retrieve the secret key or other sensitive information
from the device. As an effective countermeasure against such attacks, newer
devices include dedicated side-channel protection for their cryptographic ac-
celerators [Mic15, Xil18b].

In addition to hardened hardware cryptographic accelerators for design
security, hardware security mechanisms also include protection against phys-
ical tampering. Invasive attacks like inserting transient faults using a laser
during a cryptographic operation can be used to alter the outputs or probing
attacks [Noh12] can be used to read out the contents of a chip. Tamper de-
tection schemes are effective countermeasures against invasive attacks which
remove the device casing or the package of the chip to extract the underly-
ing contents. Devices can be protected against physical tampering by using
tamper-proof casings with light sensors, wire meshes and reactive membranes
to detect break-ins. Chip-internal tamper detection sensors typically monitor
clock and voltage inputs to prevent fault-injection attacks [BCN+06, OSS17].
In case of a tamper event, critical data is cleared and the system is shut down.

Protection of debug interfaces is another important aspect of hardware
security, especially in case of physically accessible devices, so that read-out
and/or corruption of data and software via debug interfaces is prevented in
the field [GBMB16]. This can be achieved by using one-time programmable
fuses to permanently break the link to the debug interface. However often
manufacturers prefer to have access to the device via the debug interface to
facilitate failure analysis. In such cases, password protected interfaces can
be used such that only authorized entities have access to the device via the
debug interface.
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2.1.2 Secure System Startup

SoCs and other embedded platforms like FPGAs and FPGA SoCs usually
have very little to no on-chip persistent memory where the binaries can be
stored. Typically, the binaries are stored in plain in an external non-volatile
memory (NVM) and transferred to the device at power-up over an insecure
channel. This transfer can be intercepted by attackers with access to the
device, like in a man-in-the-middle attack, to read out the contents of the
NVM or alternatively the NVM chip could be desoldered and with minimal
effort its entire contents can be read out.

Formerly, vendors of FPGA devices have relied on proprietary configura-
tion bitstream1 formats which are intended to make reverse engineering of the
underlying code difficult or even impossible. However, this has not really been
the case, researchers have been able to successfully reverse engineer these pro-
prietary bitstream formats [NR08, BSH12, DWZZ13, TZ13, Skr13, Sym19],
thereby revealing the underlying code. Furthermore, these proprietary for-
mats do not deter an adversary from simply cloning the device. For software
binaries, tools like IDAPro [Hex] are readily available which are capable of
decoding software binaries to reveal the underlying code. From this we learn,
hardware configuration bitstreams and software binaries stored in external
NVMs need to be protected using strong cryptographic techniques and se-
curely loaded to the device when the device is powered-up.

One of the most important security mechanisms is a secure boot process.
In this process, all executed code is verified for integrity and authenticity
using cryptographic means before execution. This means that right after the
system startup, the running software can be trusted, which is the required
foundation for all later security mechanisms. For a secure boot, a chain-of-
trust is established which starts from the very first code that is executed from
within the CPU internal hardwired ROM (also including respective keying
material), commonly called the hardware root-of-trust [Dic14].

Using similar functions as secure boot, a secure update process allows
updates in-the-field from authentic sources by checking authenticity and in-
tegrity as well as decrypting confidential data using cryptographic methods.
Both require a secure storage for the respective key material and optionally
also secure hardware accelerators for the cryptographic functions.

1Configuration bitstream is a binary file containing information on how the FPGA
must be programmed to realize the implemented functionality.
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2.1.3 Runtime Security

After the device startup, all assets such as cryptographic keys, processed
data and control functions must be protected against run-time attacks on the
software. This only makes sense if the running software is trusted from the
start (i.e. secure boot). Software, however, is never flawless and could contain
bugs. Software exploits capitalize on weaknesses in the implementation, e.g.
pointers going out of bounds or dangling pointers [SPWS13] in order to
carry out attacks like code corruption and control flow hijacking. Over the
last years many such bugs have been published, e.g. the heartbleed bug.
The heartbleed bug [Cod14] exploits a bug in the OpenSSL library allowing
a remote adversary to steal secrets or even impersonate users.

A lot of effort has been spent to develop robust countermeasures for
run-time protection. Isolation of software parts on embedded systems is an
important topic in IT security as it can prevent successful attacks in one
part of the software from corrupting other parts. Memory isolation can
be achieved through the OS or a hypervisor with the support of hardware
features like memory management units (MMUs), IOMMUs, and trusted
execution environments (TEEs). A description of these memory isolation
techniques is provided in the subsequent section.

2.2 Memory Isolation and Partitioning in

SoCs

In this section we provide a description of the key hardware mechanisms
available in current SoCs for memory isolation and partitioning.

2.2.1 Memory Management Unit (MMU)

An MMU is a hardware unit that handles memory separation for the OS. The
MMU is responsible for translating a virtual memory address to a physical
memory addresses. Virtual memory addressing enables processes to address
more memory than the physically available memory. MMUs divide the vir-
tual memory space into several pages. Each process has its own virtual
address space from which they are executed, thus giving the impression that
each program has its own large contiguous memory space as depicted in
Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 shows a simplified view of the address translation between the
CPU and the physical memory using the MMU. The MMU typically con-
sists of a translation lookaside buffer (TLB) which holds a cache of the recent
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Figure 2.1: Memory management unit

translation mappings, while all the mappings between virtual pages and phys-
ical pages in the main memory are in the page tables. If an address needs to
be translated, the MMU first checks the TLB if the mapping is cached else
the address mapping is looked up in the page table entries.

In addition to memory translation, an MMU also assigns different at-
tributes, such as cacheable, read-write or read-only, for each page of the
memory. Memory restrictions are maintained and managed using page ta-
bles. Processes in supervisory mode (i.e., higher privileges) are allowed to
make changes to the translation table. By managing and restricting the ac-
cess of programs in the user levels, unauthorized software access from other
user level programs are not permitted. Processes typically have access to
their dedicated virtual address space and also the shared memory space.
This way, the MMU isolates processes and prevents one corrupted process
from accessing the memory of other processes.

MMUs, while restricting the access of processes under the CPU from
unauthorized sections of the memory, do not protect against unauthorized
memory access from other peripherals on the SoC with direct memory access
(DMA). Other techniques would be necessary to isolate such peripherals as
described in the subsequent section.

2.2.2 Input/Output Memory Management Unit
(IOMMU)

SoCs typically also integrate peripherals that have direct access to mem-
ory, this allows them to continuously read/write from memory without in-
terruption, hence they are commonly used for peripherals requiring high-
throughput like high speed communication cores. These peripherals, how-
ever, are outside the scope of the MMU and thus allowing these peripherals to
transfer data back and forth with the main memory without the supervision
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Figure 2.2: I/O memory management unit

of the OS which controls the MMU.

This, however, can be handled by another protection mechanism known
as input output memory management units (IOMMUs). IOMMUs work
similar to an MMU but for peripherals on the SoC that have direct access to
memory. Newer SoCs come with an IOMMU [AMD11] which is called system
memory management unit (SMMU) in ARM SoCs. An IOMMU performs
both, memory translation as well as memory protection for the peripherals
on the SoC. The IOMMU also handles the remapping of memory and I/O in
the case of virtualized systems, thus allowing guest operating systems to use
the underlying hardware resources.

Figure 2.2 shows how IOMMUs are used in a SoC. Traffic from the pe-
ripheral devices to the memory is managed via the IOMMU, while traffic in
the opposite direction from the CPU to the peripheral device must be man-
aged by other techniques like the MMU of the CPU. Similar to an MMU,
translation tables are used by an IOMMU, to manage the access of the differ-
ent peripherals to the main memory. The IOMMU looks up the TLB of the
corresponding peripheral device on every access. The translation tables are
maintained by the OS or (in case of virtualized system) the virtual machine
monitor. IOMMUs provide no indication to the underlying peripheral about
a failed or unauthorized translation [AMD11]. If multiple devices/peripherals
with direct access to memory are present in a SoC, an individual IOMMU
can be placed in front of each of the peripherals as shown in Figure 2.2. Typ-
ically a source identifier of the device is sent to the IOMMU with every DMA
transaction. The IOMMU looks up the access rights permitted for the device
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Figure 2.3: I/O memory management unit address translation

before allowing the transaction to go through.
The address translation can be split into two stages to facilitate virtualiza-

tion of peripherals to the guest OS with each stage maintaining a translation
table as shown in Figure 2.3. During Stage-1 the virtual address is converted
to an intermediate physical address and in Stage-2 the intermediate physi-
cal address is translated to the physical address. Stage-1 is used to provide
isolation i.e., DMA isolation within the OS, while Stage-2 is intended for
the virtualization of the peripheral with direct memory access to the guest
virtual machines. The IOMMU maintains a page table entry to translate
a guest physical address to a system physical address, while the guest OS
maintains a device translation table to translate a guest virtual address to a
guest physical address.

Different strategies can be adopted for the usage of IOMMUs to derive
a suitable balance between performance and protection using an IOMMU
[WRC08]. The trade-off between performance and protection is derived based
on the management of the page table entries.

- Single use mapping: The IOMMU is configured once for each I/O trans-
action. After each transaction the IOMMU mapping of the correspond-
ing transaction is invalidated which in the case of a virtualized system
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is handled by the virtual machine monitor.

- Shared mapping: The mapping among different devices with the same
and valid physical memory page is shared. This strategy checks if an
IOMMU mapping already exists for the given memory page and reuses
it. Here the overhead with creating, maintaining and destroying page
table entries is reduced as they do not need to be updated after every
access. This scheme is typically used for applications that repeat the
same message. When no outstanding transactions remain, the mapping
is invalidated.

- Persistent mapping: This allows mappings to stay valid even after all
transactions have been completed, thereby further reducing the load
with creation and destruction of IOMMU mappings compared to the
shared mapping strategy.

- Direct mapping: This strategy can be used to reduce the runtime
overhead of managing and updating the IOMMU mappings by reusing
them. Here the physical address space can be directly mapped to the
guest OS, thus there is a one-to-one mapping between the IOMMU
mapping and the physical address space of the guest OS.

2.2.3 Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)

Trusted execution environment (TEE) [Ste14] is a secure and integrity pro-
tected enclave that provides tamper resistance to applications running within
the enclave. Isolation of parts of the software and data can be hardware en-
forced through features like the ARM TrustZone [ARM08] and Intel SGX
[McK15]. The security requirements of the TEE are as follows [SAB15]:

- Data of one partition is not allowed to access data of other partitions

- Shared resources cannot be used to derive information of other parti-
tions

- Applications cannot gain access to the secure partition unless explicitly
provided by the management unit

- Errors from one world cannot propagate to the other partitions

The system is divided into two words: an isolated secure world and a
normal world. This can be enforced through hardware protection, e.g. ARM
TrustZone uses a single bit signal (ARPROT/AWPROT) to enforce and
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check the privilege of the processes for each transaction while a security
monitor manages the switching between the two worlds. The secure world
applications run alongside the normal OS. Typically the secure world will
contain very minimal applications and interfaces, like cryptographic acceler-
ators and cryptographic keys, while everything else is placed in the normal
world. A standard operating system is generally placed in the normal world.
Within each world further privilege levels, like user-space applications and
kernel-space applications, can be enforced similar to a regular OS.

Peripherals and memory associated with the secure world are completely
isolated from the normal world. The memory and peripherals associated with
the normal world do not have direct access to the secure world. Thus, even
if the normal execution environment is corrupted, the sensitive information
in the secure world of the TrustZone will not be compromised.

2.3 Field Programmable Gate Arrays

A field programmable gate array (FPGA) is an integrated circuit (IC) which
unlike traditional ICs is customizable post fabrication and through its en-
tire life-cycle. An FPGA fabric consists of a magnitude of individual build-
ing blocks that can be interconnected via a surrounding routing network.
Together they can be used to implement any arbitrary configurable digital
hardware.

FPGAs have a low non-recurring cost but higher per-unit cost. Thus
historically, FPGAs have been used for fast prototyping of consumer goods
and low-volume markets such as defence and aerospace. In addition to fast
prototyping, FPGAs are widely used because of their reconfigurability and
inherent parallelism (several hardware cores can be operated simultaneously).
The high up-front costs together with stringent requirement in terms of
power had made them unsuitable for high volume consumer market for a
long time. This trend has, however, changed over time and FPGAs are now
also increasingly being used in various industrial and consumer products
[Jef16, IFI15, Lei15, Alt13]. The high computational power and possibility
of in-field hardware updates make them very attractive for a wide range of
applications like signal processing and machine learning.

Based on the programming technology used, FPGAs can be classified into
three broad classes:

1. SRAM-based: The FPGA fabric is made up of static random access
memory (SRAM) cells. SRAM cells are volatile static bistable memory
cells used to store bits of configuration data. Contrary to dynamic
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RAM (DRAM) cells which need to be periodically refreshed, SRAM
cells retain the data as long as power is supplied.

This is the most widely adopted technology by commercial FPGA ven-
dors. Examples of commercial SRAM-based FPGAs include Xilinx
Virtex, Kintex and Artix series of FPGAs and Intel’s (formerly Altera)
Stratix, Cyclone and Aria series of FPGAs.

2. Flash-based: These are based on flash technology which are non-
volatile by nature. Hence they do not require external power to retain
the configuration data. They are made up of an array of floating gate
transistors commonly referred to as flash cells.

Flash-based FPGA products trail behind SRAM-based FPGAs in
terms of density, performance and on-chip features such as processor
core, high speed I/O. This is mainly attributed to the larger structures
of the flash cells and hence resulting in a lower performance. Over the
last years this trend has changed, flash-based FPGAs are now catch-
ing up with their SRAM-based counterparts in terms of technology
sizes. Microsemi’s Igloo and ProASIC series of FPGAs are examples of
flash-based FPGAs.

3. Antifuse-based: These FPGAs are also non-volatile by nature but
unlike the flash-based FPGAs, antifuse FPGAs can be programmed
only once. They are made up of an array of antifuses which are one-time
programmable. As the name already suggests, antifuses functionally
differ from fuses. Antifuse start with a high resistance and form a
permanent conductive path when the fuse is burned. In contrast fuses
are initially conducting, this conductive path is permanently broken
after a high current is passed through, i.e. when the fuses are burned.

The primary advantage here is that they are non-volatile. The Ax-
celerator and MX series of FPGAs from Microsemi are based on the
antifuse technology.

This work will focus mostly on SRAM-based FPGAs as they are the
most widely used. Figure 2.4 shows the structure of an FPGA with its basic
building blocks. The basic blocks of an FPGA are:

� Configuration logic blocks

� I/O blocks

� Block random access memory (BRAM)

� Special purpose blocks
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Figure 2.4: Structure of an FPGA

These basic blocks are all connected by a configurable interconnect to im-
plement arbitrary hardware circuits and are described in more detail in the
following.

2.3.1 Configuration Logic Blocks

A configuration logic block is the fundamental component of an FPGA and
is used to implement logic and provide storage. The configurable blocks are
usually connected in an array to implement arbitrary logic functions. One
configuration logic block is made up of smaller logic cells often referred to as
slice or logic elements. They typically consist of n-bit lookup tables (LUTs),
D-flipflops (D-FF), carry logic and multiplexers as shown in Figure 2.4. Es-
sentially, a LUT is a truth table built using SRAM bits which defines how the
combinatorial logic behaves. LUTs takes an n-bit input and produces a 1-bit
output. Current FPGAs offer 4 or 6-input LUTs. Several LUTs are used
to implement any m-bit input boolean function. An m-bit input function is
implemented, using 2m SRAM bits and m:1 multiplexer. Figure 2.5 shows an
example of a multiplexer starting from the circuit diagram, the correspond-
ing truth table and the logic symbol. The output from the LUT can either
be registered or unregistered. The multiplexer decides if the output for the
logic block is the output from the flip-flop or the output from the LUT as de-
picted in Figure 2.4. The carry chain (Cin,Cout) is used to implement efficient
arithmetic operations like adders and counters since it allows logic elements
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Figure 2.5: Example of a multiplexer

to communicate with their neighbours more efficiently when compared of the
slower global routing network.

2.3.2 Routing

As FPGAs can be used to implement any arbitrary circuit, the routing net-
work must be flexible. The programmable logic blocks are connected to each
other and the I/O blocks via a programmable routing network to provide
the desired functionality. Routing is the most important process, about 90%
of the FPGA configuration bitstream is devoted to the interconnect [BR99].
The routing network is made up of a combination of various types of elements,
e.g. short wires for local connection and long wires for distant connections.

The routing architecture of each platform defines the length of the rout-
ing wires, location of the routing switches and how wires are connected to-
gether. It also defines which wires adjacent to input/output can connect to
the logic pin and the width and spacing between the routing wires. The
overall performance of the FPGA is directly dependent on the arrangement
and distribution of these resources. Based on their distribution there are two
routing styles: island [Xila] and hierarchical [DeH99].

Island style is the most commonly used routing technique in commercial
FPGAs. The routing consists of an evenly distributed horizontal and vertical
routing network. Connection blocks are used to connect the logic blocks to
the routing network. The output pins can connect to the routing network
through a pass transistor or multiplexer. Figure 2.6 shows a simple island
style routing consisting of various routing resources like long wires ( wires
that connect the I/O of a logic block across multiple switch boxes), short
wires (wires that connect the I/O of a logic block to the adjacent switch
box). The connection between the logic blocks and wires are achieved us-
ing programmable connection switches. The multi-length wires are used to
balance the area and delay of the routing.

Hierarchical routing, often also referred to as tree-based architecture, di-
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vides the FPGA into clusters and exploits the locality of connections. Each
cluster is connected to the neighbouring clusters. Thus forming a hierarchical
structure between the different logic blocks. The lowest level of connection
is between logic blocks within a cluster via wire segments. The connection
between different clusters requires traversing through one or more hierarchi-
cal levels. Figure 2.7 shows an example of a hierarchical routing architecture.
This routing architecture has been used in a number of FPGAs from Intel,
notably in the Flex 10K family [Alt03].

2.3.3 I/O Blocks

I/O blocks are used to interface the FPGA to external peripherals. They are
placed on the periphery of the FPGA fabric as can be seen in Figure 2.4 and
are also connected to the programmable routing interconnect. Each block
consists of a group of basic elements like, bidirectional buffers, registers and
multiplexers, which are connected together to provide input/output func-
tionality. They are configurable to support various standards and features
such as configuring the voltage, pull-up resistors, tri-state buffers and double
data rate resisters for double data rate (DDR) synchronous dynamic random
access memory (SDRAM) interfacing.
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2.3.4 Block RAM

Block random access memories (BRAMs) are special blocks in an FPGA
fabric designed to implement large memories. They are made up of several
SRAM cells and are used to store data on-chip. Each BRAM can store several
kilobits of data depending on the architecture of the FPGA (e.g. in the Xilinx
7 series each BRAM can store up to 36 Kb). Several of these BRAMs can be
cascaded together to create a larger memory, e.g. up to 360 Mb in high-end
devices [Xil16b].

BRAMs can be configured as a simple single port memory or dual port
with one port to read and one to write. Additionally they can be configured
as true dual port RAMs where each port can be used to both read/write
and run on different clocks. Apart from functioning as a traditional memory,
BRAMs can also be configured to operate as first in, first out (FIFO) buffers,
read-only-memories or stacks.

2.3.5 Special Purpose Elements

In addition to the standard building blocks described above, FPGAs may
also have a limited number of special purpose elements to perform dedicated
functionality. The special elements include multipliers for dedicated block op-
timized multiplications, digital signal processing (DSP) blocks, phase locked
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loops, clock buffers for enabling/disabling global and regional clock domains.
Another common block is the joint test action group (JTAG) controller which
is used to provide in-system debugging. JTAG is also often used to load and
configure the FPGA.

2.3.6 FPGA Design Flow

The entire FPGA design flow starting from the source files and until the de-
vice is deployed in the field will be described in this section. The development
chain of ASICs will be described in Chapter 3. Figure 2.8 shows the design
flow of FPGAs, it can be divided into three main stages, design, compile and
runtime as described below:

Design Time

As with any development, the design flow begins with a specification, this de-
termines the functionality that needs to be implemented. Here the protocols,
algorithms, and interfaces necessary for implementing the desired function-
ality are determined.

Next, the functionality is implemented using a hardware description lan-
guage (HDL) of choice, like VHDL, verilog, or system verilog. The design
can then be simulated to verify the design functionality with respect to the
specification. For this a testbench is developed with a variety of test vectors
to check for bugs or flaws in the implementation. Following this an FPGA
is selected based on the resource requirements of the design.

Compile Time

The design files from the previous step are synthesized. Typically FPGA
vendors provide a dedicated electronic design automation (EDA) tool for
their devices. For instance the integrated synthesis environment (ISE) is an
EDA tool from Xilinx for the design, simulation and synthesis of hardware
designs for older Xilinx FPGAs [Xil12]. ISE was superseded by the Vivado
design suite for the newer Xilinx FPGAs and FPGA SoCs [Xil18a]. The
EDA tools automate the process of mapping the instantiated functionality
to the corresponding resources available on the device.

During synthesis the HDL files are translated in terms gates and flip-flops.
Here the design is mapped to the various resources like slices, I/O blocks
and BRAMs, available on the device. This translated circuit description is
known as netlist. The design can once again be verified using post-synthesis
simulation to verify that it still functions as specified.
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Next, the design is placed and routed. During this process the different
logic blocks generated in the netlist are interconnected. The design can
again be verified using a functional simulation and static timing analysis.
The design can be optimized for throughput or area by providing constrains
for the placement and routing of the different modules of the design.

After placement and routing, the design is converted to a bitstream. A
bitstream is a binary sequence of bits that make up the configuration data,
i.e. the implemented design, of the FPGA. This binary sequence is usually
proprietary and changes from one FPGA family to the next.

Run Time

The FPGA design can now be tested on the real hardware. For this the
generated bitstream is loaded to the device. Due to the volatile nature of
SRAM-based FPGAs, the bitstream needs to be loaded to the FPGA at
each power-up. The bitstream is transferred from the external NVM on each
power-up. In contrast, for flash-based FPGAs, this process is done only
once for each bitstream. The bitstream can be loaded through a standard
configuration or debug interface such as JTAG from a host PC. Alternatively,
the bitstream can even be loaded from an external NVM like, an SD card or
even remotely over the network.

Once the FPGA is configured with the corresponding bitstream, the de-
sign can be tested by running built-in self tests or by monitoring activity on
the external ports of the FPGA, using a logic analyzer or an oscilloscope.
Additional debug logic can also be included in the design during the synthesis
to monitor selected nets in the design. In system debug cores such Chipscope
and Integrated Logic Analyser (ILA) from Xilinx [Xil16a] or SignalTap from
Intel [Alt11] can be used to monitor the selected nets in the design. Care
must however be taken to not include these debug cores in the final system
design as they could be exploited by an adversary to gain information on the
system design.

After the design has been thoroughly tested and debugged, the FPGA
can be deployed in the field. It can then be updated either fully or partially
during its lifetime to meet new application needs.

2.4 Introduction to FPGA SoCs

Powerful System-on-Chips (SoCs) which include configurable hardware in the
form of an FPGA on the same chip are increasingly popular platforms for
embedded systems because they offer high performance and high flexibility
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in software as well as hardware. The tight coupling between the CPU and
FPGA provides a high performance at lower power and costs when compared
to using the two independently. As embedded systems are often deployed in
the field for a long lifetime, they require updates from a functional as well as
from a security perspective. This has been simplified with FPGA SoCs, as
here both the hardware and software can be updated over the lifetime of the
device. Further, the updatability option also allow designers to adapt and
update their design to keep up with changing standards without having to
roll out new hardware. All these advantages are persuading designers from
various fields like industrial automation, automotive and aerospace to switch
to FPGA SoCs.

Figure 2.9 depicts a general overview of FPGA SoCs. They consist of two
main building blocks:

� Hard core application processor2 with dedicated peripherals and a

� FPGA fabric for integrating custom hardware.

FPGA Fabric

Processor System

CPU CPU

FPGA SoC

Peripherals

HW 
Accelerator 1

HW 
Accelerator 2

HW 
Accelerator 3

Memory

Crypto.
Cores

Figure 2.9: General architecture of FPGA SoCs

In addition to these two building blocks, FPGA SoCs usually include a
small on-chip memory for storing sensitive data, memory controllers to access

2Hard core refers to cores fixed in silicon.
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the external memory, a DMA controller for high speed data transfers, I/O,
and various communication interfaces. Furthermore, the processing system
may contain various levels of caches to enhance the performance of the sys-
tem. The application processor may also include hardware-based protection
mechanisms like MMU, IOMMU and an isolated execution environment, e.g.
TrustZone, to enable run-time security for software applications running on
the processor. An FPGA SoC may also contain cryptographic cores to de-
crypt and authenticate FPGA bitstreams and software applications running
on the processor. However, these cryptographic cores are often not accessible
by the user design for any other purpose. The different hardware modules
in the FPGA fabric and peripherals are connected using either proprietary
or standard bus systems like the ARM’s advanced microcontroller bus ar-
chitecture (AMBA) [ARM11], IBM’s CoreConnect [IBM99] and Opencore’s
Wishbone [Ope10].

The design flow for FPGA SoCs is similar to traditional FPGAs but in
addition to the bitstream generation, software drivers and applications are
developed. The boot process of these contemporary platforms is different
from traditional FPGAs. Depending on the vendor of the FPGA SoC dif-
ferent configuration processes are allowed:

� Processor boots first and configures the FPGA.

� FPGA is configured first and then configures the processor.

� Both FPGA and processor boot independently.

At present, there are three vendors manufacturing FPGA SoCs, namely
Xilinx (e.g. Zynq-7000 and Zynq UltraScale+) [Xil17, Xil14], Intel (e.g. Cy-
clone V, Arria V, Arria 10 and Stratix 10) [Int17] and Microsemi (e.g. Smart-
Fusion, SmartFusion2, PolarFire SoC) [Mic18a]. In this work, the Zynq-7000
FPGA SoC from Xilinx was chosen since it is a popular choice for contem-
porary embedded system designs. Also, the insights will be generalizable to
later models as well as devices from different manufacturers.

Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA SoC

The Xilinx Zynq-7000 is an FPGA SoC consisting of a dual core ARM Cortex
A9 CPU and a Xilinx 7-series FPGA fabric on the same die. The processing
system includes an MMU and a two-level cache. Each processor has a pri-
vate self-contained 32 KB level one data and instruction cache and a shared
512 KB level two cache with automatic cache coherency between the proces-
sor cores. A small on-chip RAM of 256 KB is available for the storage of
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sensitive information or code. A larger external DDR SDRAM can be ac-
cessed via the memory controller. The main memory bus is an ARM AMBA
AXI bus system. The processor, hardware modules in the FPGA fabric and
other on-chip peripherals communicate with each other over this bus system.
External communication is supported through CAN, I2C, Ethernet and USB
interfaces. The device also includes an advanced encryption standard (AES)
and hashed message authentication code (HMAC) hard-core hardware ac-
celerators which are used during boot for the decryption and authenticity
verification of images and configuration files to be run on the Zynq-7000.
The ARM trusted execution environment known as TrustZone is available
for runtime security of the software system.

The boot process in the Zynq-7000 follows the principle that the process-
ing system is the master and is responsible to load the boot image. The boot
image of the Zynq-7000 consists of the unmodifiable BootROM code, first
stage bootloader (FSBL), the bitstream for the FPGA fabric, second stage
bootloader and finally the OS or the bare metal application. The Zynq-7000
supports both secure and non-secure boot process. A detailed description of
this will be provided in Chapter 5.



Chapter 3

Study about the Threats of
Hardware Trojans

Today, as businesses outsource parts of the design and fabrication process of
ICs, a new threat is rising through the inclusion of malicious functionality in
the hardware design, commonly known as hardware trojans. In this chapter,
the issue of hardware trojans is comprehensively analyzed starting with the
different possibilities to include trojans in the development and life cycle of
ICs. The different attack vectors and entities capable of inserting trojans at
each development stage are identified. For each, the cost, time and design
knowledge required by an adversary to insert a trojan at the corresponding
development stage is also analyzed. This comprehensive analysis is used to
estimate the difficulty for an adversary to insert a trojan.

In general, the threats outlined here apply to both ASICs as well as
FPGAs as they both outsource parts of the design and development process.
The threats of malicious inclusions in an FPGA are twofold: (i) the threat
of malicious inclusions during the fabrication of the FPGA (which is similar
to the threats on an ASIC), and (ii) the threat of malicious inclusion during
the development of an FPGA-based design, e.g. in the form of a corrupted
IP or by reverse engineering the bitstream to insert malicious functionality.
The latter is also the main difference between malicious inclusions in ASICs
and FPGAs, as FPGA designs do not have a mask. Thus instead of reversing
the mask, an attacker would have to reverse the bitstream.

After we have identified the different threats affecting the IC develop-
ment and life cycle, techniques to detect and prevent trojans are studied. A
comprehensive survey of different hardware trojan detection techniques pub-
lished in literature is provided. Continuing with a similar structure as the
trojan design and insertion stage, the detection schemes are classified based
on the IC development stage where they can be used to detect and/or prevent

29
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trojans. For each technique, the costs in terms of tools, time, manpower, and
knowledge required to carry out the detection technique are estimated.

The goal of this chapter is to provide the reader a holistic view about
hardware trojans design and detection techniques together with the costs
associated with them.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 outlines the
related work. Section 3.2 provides an overview of the IC development chain.
In Section 3.3, the threats of hardware trojan design and insertion are dis-
cussed. In Section 3.4, we describe the detection techniques that can be
applied at each stage of IC development. Finally, we summarize this chapter
in Section 3.5

The contents of this chapter were part of the publication titled Hardware
trojans: current challenges and approaches, in the journal IET Computers &
Digital Techniques [JMHS14].

3.1 Related Work

An overview into the topic of hardware trojans was provided by Tehranipoor
et al.[TSZ+11] [KRRT10]. They proposed a similar taxonomy for trojan in-
sertion, i.e. classify published trojan designs based on the IC development
stage. In contrast, in this work in addition to providing a comprehensive
study of the publicly known hardware trojan design and detection schemes,
the threat and feasibility of trojan insertion and detection at each develop-
ment stage is evaluated. This in our opinion is essential to understand the
risks associated with hardware trojans.

3.2 IC Development Chain Overview

The IC development chain can be divided into four main phases functional
design, physical design, test program development and fabrication. The IC
development process is illustrated on the vertical axis in Figure 3.1 along
with the FPGA development chain marked in blue (a detailed description of
an FPGA design flow is provided in Section 2.3.6). Through the course of
this chapter the threats of trojan insertion at each development stage and
the corresponding detection techniques that can be applied will be discussed.

3.2.1 Functional Design

During this stage, the functional behavior, interfaces and protocols are spec-
ified. First, a high level device specification is described, followed by the
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Figure 3.1: IC development chain

device architecture. Often they are described in plain text leaving room for
inconsistencies. In some cases, however, the specification and architecture
may be formally defined using architectural description languages. Next, the
specification is translated into logic functions which are described in the reg-
ister transfer level (RTL). Hardware description languages (HDLs) such as
Verilog, VHDL or Systemverilog can be used for this. Furthermore, third
party RTL IP blocks, like processor cores, cryptographic accelerators, are
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integrated into the design at this stage. Some big foundries have their own
mask shop but others rely on third party mask shops. This stage of the de-
velopment is similar for both FPGAs and ASICs as also shown in Figure 3.1.

3.2.2 Physical Design

Once the logical functionality is described, the RTL description is synthesized
to lower abstraction levels and converted to the technology specific netlist us-
ing EDA tools. Next, the placement and routing (P&R) is performed. The
gates of the netlist are placed on a 2-D floorplan and then routed depending
on the design constraints like timing, area and power. Here designers are re-
liant on the technology libraries provided by the foundries that are ultimately
in charge of the fabrication. Also during this stage, third party hard macros
such as analog macros and memories are integrated into the design. Once it
is complete, the mask layout is generated. The mask set is later sent to the
foundry which produces the final IC. The graphic database system version
II (GDSII) is a standard used in the industry to store the mask layout of
a design. Some big foundries have their own mask shop but others rely on
third party mask shops.

In case of FPGAs, no mask layout is generated following the P&R, instead
a bitstream of the implemented design is generated. During the P&R stage,
placed and routed third party IP cores, e.g. the Xilinx Security Monitor
(SecMon) [Xil15], can be integrated to the design. Although mature open-
source tools are available for the synthesis, the designers are reliant on vendor
provided tools for P&R and bitstream generation as each FPGA family has
their own proprietary bitstream format.

3.2.3 Test Program Development

In this phase, the test programs are developed, which are later used to con-
figure and test the IC. For instance, boot loaders, keys, unique identifiers and
seeds for pseudo random number generators (PRNGs) are defined. Further-
more, scan chains used to detect manufacturing faults or built-in-self-tests
used to test the memory and functional tests for the IC are designed during
this phase. Electrical or optical fuses to be blown are defined by the test
program.

Similarly for FPGA-based systems, test programs are developed which
are then used to test the generated bitstream. In addition, different configu-
ration settings, e.g. eFuse setting for bitstream encryption and configuration
interfaces and keys that need to programmed into device are defined.
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3.2.4 Fabrication

Prior to the mass production, sample devices are fabricated to validate the
desired functionality. Once the sample devices are fully characterized and
tested, the mass production of the device is carried out. Firmware for em-
bedded devices is downloaded during the provisioning stage and each device
is then validated using the test programs developed in the previous stage.
Finally the ICs are packaged and shipped for integration into the end prod-
uct.

As for FPGA-based systems, only the final bitstream provisioning step
is done where the bitstream is loaded to the NVM in case of SRAM-based
FPGAs and programmed into the device in case flash-based FPGAs. The
previously defined configuration settings are also burnt into the device during
this step. Following which the FPGA is ready to be deployed in the field.

3.3 Hardware Trojan Design and Insertion

In this section, the vulnerabilities and the types of trojans that can be in-
serted in each stage of the IC development are described as shown in the
Trojan Insertion branch of Figure 3.2.

Hardware trojan designs can be described based on their physical
properties, activation and action characteristics [WTP08].

Physical properties : Hardware trojans can be divided with respect to
the following attributes.

� Type: Describes whether there has been addition/deletion of gates or
modification of wires.

� Size: The number of components in the trojan circuitry.

� Structure: Refers to whether or not modifications are made to the
original layout.

� Distribution: Describes whether the trigger and payload circuit are
placed together or distributed.

Activation characteristics : Describes the characteristics of the trigger signal.

� External signal: This way the attackers can turn on the trojan at a
time of their choice.

� Internal signal: Refers to trojans that are always active or conditionally
activated by a sensor value or an internal signal pattern.
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Figure 3.2: Threats of trojan insertion in the IC development chain

Action characteristics : Describes the characteristics of the payload.

� Modify functionality: Trojans that alter the original functionality of
the IC.

� Transmit information: Trojans that leak information.

� Denial of service (DoS): Trojans that temporarily or permanently deny
or interrupt services of the device.
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Table 3.1: Selection of important hardware trojan survey

Paper Possible Action Characteristics
External
Trigger

Internal Trigger
Insertion Modify Transmit DoS Always Condition
Phase Functionality Information On Based

Jin et al.
[JM08]

Functional
Design

• •

Agrawal et al.
[ABK+07]

Functional
Design

• •

King et al.
[KTC+08]

Functional
Design

• •

Lin et al.
[LKG+09]

Functional
Design

• •

Kutzner et al.
[KPS13]

Functional
Design

• •

Chakraborty et
al. [CSPN13]

Physical
Design

• •

Muehlberghuber
et al.
[MGK+13]

Physical
Design

• •

Bhasin et al.
[BDG+13]

Physical
Design

• •

Swierczynski et
al. [SFK+17]

Physical
Design

• •

Ender et al.
[EGMP17]

Physical
Design

• •

Becker et al.
[BRPB13]

Fabrication • •

Yang et al.
[YHD+16]

Fabrication • •

Having understood the different characteristics of a hardware trojan, the
threats of malicious modifications are evaluated with respect to the IC devel-
opment chain as shown in Figure 3.2. For each of the four development phases
we classify the entities capable of inserting trojans, e.g. a malicious insider
or a third party delivering IP and describe their capabilities. Along with
the entities capable of inserting trojans, publicly known trojan designs corre-
sponding to each development stage are described. A number of open source
hardware trojan design benchmarks are available on trust-hub.org. Here how-
ever, we do not list all of those benchmark designs, instead we describe the
different types of trojans and provide examples for the same. Table 3.1 pro-
vides a summary of the relevant hardware trojan designs together with their
corresponding characteristics like activation and action characteristics.

3.3.1 Functional Design

Looking back at the IC development chain in Section 3.2, an adversary can
manipulate the functional design by altering the specification and architec-
ture or by including malicious third party IP cores. There can be several
entities influencing these stages, for instance, a malicious insider in the de-
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sign house or even a third party like a competitor, research institution, or
governmental organization. Below we describe the capabilities of these enti-
ties:

* Malicious insider in the design house. A malicious insider with unre-
stricted access to the functional design can modify the specification, so
as to leave room for insertion of a trojan during a later design phase.
An insider can also manipulate the RTL and insert malicious code.

* Third party. Third parties have different opportunities to influence the
specification. A third party contractor who develops parts of the specifi-
cation or IP cores for the design house can include malicious elements.
Governmental organizations can force design houses to include mali-
cious elements or include weaknesses in the functional design through
laws [BBG13]. Third parties can also directly influence the standard
committees and the standards itself [ARS13]. The designers would be
obliged to comply with the standards. Standards are not considered as
trojans but they can impair the system just as much as a trojan.

There have been several proposed trojan designs that can be inserted in
the RTL design to cause DoS, modify functionality and transmit information
out of the device.

DoS trojans can be built to deny services of the device temporarily or
permanently. For instance, a counter-based trojan can be used to increase the
power consumption of the circuit [JM08] or as a time-bomb which shuts down
the system when a particular count is reached [ABK+07]. The advantage
of these trojans is their small size due to which their effects are normally
camouflaged by the circuit noise, hence making their detection very difficult.

Comparator-based trojans can be used to modify the functionality or
insert faults into the system. Two or more signal values can be monitored
to conditionally trigger a trojan that alters the value of signals of interest to
execute undefined or out-of-specification functions. Agarwal et al. [ABK+07]
use a comparator-based trojan to insert a fault during the Chinese remainder
theorem (CRT) inversion step of an RSA signature computation which in
turn facilitates the recovery of the secret exponent. King et al. [KTC+08]
use hardware-software co-design to insert a trojan in the Illinois Malicious
Processors. They design a hardware that supports post-fabrication trojan
insertion through malicious software by sending a specific sequence of bytes.
Once the trigger sequence is received, the memory privileges are disabled
giving the software access to restricted memory regions. To achieve this,
they modify the data cache of the processor to add an additional state and
circuitry in the memory management unit. Kutzner et al. [KPS13] design a
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trojan that transmits the last round key of AES instead of the cipher text,
thus transmitting sensitive information. This trojan is conditionally triggered
by a 64-bit trigger sequence. These types of trojans can be detected using
functional tests only if the correct trigger sequence is provided, which might
not necessarily be the case during traditional post-fabrication tests as trojans
are designed to have rare trigger conditions. Hence, code review or additional
dedicated tests that amplify the effects of rare-conditions would be necessary
to detect such trojans.

Trojans can also be designed to actively leak data such as secret keys from
the IC. Previous research has shown how secret keys of block ciphers can be
transmitted using power side-channel [LKG+09] and hidden in the process
variations that occur in the amplitude and frequency of wireless transmis-
sion [JM10]. These types of trojans cannot be detected using conventional
post-fabrication functional testing techniques.

3.3.2 Physical Design

The different vulnerabilities and entities capable of inserting trojans at this
stage of the IC development are enlisted below:

* Malicious insider in the design house. A malicious insider can easily
modify the design files and insert macros during the design synthesis.
At this stage, designers heavily rely on the design tools, which are
generally closed-source, to develop their design. An adversary could
maliciously modify the design tools or even alter the P&R process so
as to make room for the trojan circuity to be inserted during a later
design stage, e.g. mask generation or fabrication process.

* Third party. Design houses buy third party IP cores, which may in-
clude malicious manipulations. Third party IP providers may not have
a very controlled development chain. Also, semiconductor companies
use third party technology libraries and EDA tools for many critical de-
sign stages. As these entail trade secrets, the sources of these libraries
and tools are usually not publicly available. A malicious entry in these
tools can directly affect the hardware design of many designers. Design
houses may outsource the mask generation to a third party company.
This gives third party companies the opportunity to maliciously include
mask macros in the GDSII.
As for FPGA-based designs, an adversary would have to reverse engi-
neer the bitstream to include malicious functionality instead of revers-
ing the GDSII layout.
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In contrast to trojan insertion during earlier design stages, trojan insertion
at this stage requires more resources and effort, e.g. to reverse engineer
masks and bitstreams. Examples of trojan designs from literature that can
be inserted during this stage include modification of the mask layout and in
the case of FPGAs, modification of the bitstream.

Muehlberghuber et al. [MGK+13] and Bhasin et al. [BDG+13] show how
the GDSII mask layout can be modified to insert a DoS trojan with a kill
switch and a trojan that inserts a fault into the AES block cipher to enable
differential fault attacks, respectively.

Works from literature also show how trojans can be inserted in the bit-
stream of FPGA-based systems. Chakraborty et al. [CSPN13], Swierczynski
et al. [SFK+17] and Fyrbiak et al. [FWS+17] reverse engineer the bitstream
of FPGAs to insert malicious functionality to cause early aging of the FPGA
and weaken the security of cryptographic cores within the FPGA. An easy
and already widely deployed mitigation technique against reverse engineer-
ing of bitstreams is bitstream encryption and integrity checking. Bitstream
encryption makes it hard for an adversary to reverse engineer the bitstream
as first the encryption key would need to be obtained only following which
can the bitstream be reverse engineered. While bitstream integrity check
prevents an adversary from malicious modifying the bitstream to include
additional functionality.

Ender et al. [EGMP17] design a trojan by modifying the placement and
routing of the FPGA design to cause the design to function maliciously at
higher clock rates. The trojan was then used to leak side-channel information
of a side-channel protected symmetrical cryptographic core.

3.3.3 Test Program Development

Test programs can be manipulated by a malicious insider or a third party.
Below these vulnerabilities are discussed:

* Malicious insider in the design house. The malicious insider may mod-
ify the keys or add additional keys during the test development. They
can also modify the keys and identifiers to be programmed into the de-
vice. Initial seeds of PRNGs can be manipulated and set to a number
that is known to have certain weaknesses. The debug interface can also
be left open, which can later be used to exploit the device.

* Third party. A third party providing IP cores to a design house can
provide malicious test programs. This could lead to malicious functions
in the design going undetected as the provided testbenches do not cover
the corner cases.
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3.3.4 Fabrication

Malicious manipulations at the time of fabrication can be due to malicious
personnel in the foundry or a third party influencing the fabrication process
as described below.

* Malicious personnel in the foundry. The personnel with access to the
fabrication process and tools can insert a trojan into the IC by modify-
ing the dopant level or the mask layout provided to them either during
the sample or mass production.

* Third party. In the fabrication stage, again governments can regulate
the production through laws. In addition, foundries use third party
tools that can be manipulated.

Becker et al. show how the dopant levels can be modified during fabrica-
tion [BRPB13] to create a potent trojan. They design an always-on trojan
in the sub transistor level by modifying the circuit type. This is done by
modifying the polarity of the dopants, so that the transistors always have a
constant output and thus modify the functionality. This modification does
not require any additional gates. As a proof-of-concept, they stimulate this
trojan in an Intel Ivy Bridge random number generator (RNG). They observe
that their trojan infected circuit passes the built-in-self-tests. They also find
that, by having an entropy of at least 32 bits, the trojan RNG even passes
the NIST test suite. This is because the RNG uses AES, which is a strong
post-processing scheme. This kind of trojan may even go unnoticed dur-
ing traditional reverse engineering. Sophisticated and expensive equipment
would be required to detect such a trojan.

Yang et al [YHD+16], designed a stealthy analog trojan that can be in-
serted during fabrication without changing the original design by leveraging
the empty spaces after placement and routing of the design. The trojan cir-
cuitry consists of capacitors that draws charge from neighbouring circuity to
change the output of the flip-flop controlling the privilege bit of a processor.
By controlling the output of this flip-flop an attacker would be able to exe-
cute a privilege escalation attack. The size and design of this trojan make it
extremely difficult to spot the trojan using only traditional post-fabrication
testing. Invasive techniques like reverse engineering would be required to
detect the changes made to the design.

3.3.5 Difficulty of Trojan Insertion

Having understood the threats, vulnerabilities and entities capable of includ-
ing malicious functionality together with a survey of previously published tro-
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Table 3.2: Difficulty of trojan insertion

Development Stage Cost Time Design Insertion Difficulty
Constraints Knowledge

Functional Design
Specifications Low Low Low Low
Architecture Low Low Low Low
RTL Low Low Medium Low

Physical Design
Synthesis and P&R Medium Low Medium Medium
Tools Medium Low Medium Medium
Mask High High High High

Test Program Development
Test development Low Low High Medium

Fabrication
Fabrication High High High High

jan designs, we next examine the cost of such inclusions. Here we combine
the knowledge about the IC development cycle from Section 3.2 and threats
of trojan insertion Section 3.3 to estimate the difficulty to insert trojans.

In Table 3.2, we derive the difficulty of trojan insertion by adversaries
at each stage of the IC development. The difficulty of trojan insertion is
derived based on the estimated cost, time and design knowledge needed by
an adversary. Cost refers to the manpower, budget and tools required by
an adversary. Time constraints refers to the time an adversary has between
stages to insert a trojan. Design knowledge is the insight the adversary
would need to have about the design to insert a stealthy trojan. This helps
us identify the critical stages of the IC development cycle and thereafter find
appropriate countermeasures to harden these stages against the threat of
malicious inclusions.

In our opinion, trojan insertion in the functional design stage is relatively
easy and has a low cost. Furthermore, hardware accelerators from various
vendors are integrated into the design during this phase. The adversary has
more freedom, as there is no strict time constrains and there is no need to
perform complex reverse engineering. Manipulations at this level will be
carried over to the next stages. Without a very deep insight into the design,
malicious functionality in third party IP can be disastrous for the whole
system security as will be shown in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Thus, there is
low difficulty for trojan insertion which can be seen in Table 3.2 where it is
marked in bold.

Trojan insertion during the physical design stage has a strong impact.
The attacker, however, would need to have a deeper understanding of the
functional design and tools. But the adversary is not bound by strict time
constraints. Thus, combining all these factors we think that this stage poses
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as a medium difficulty for trojan insertion.
Inserting trojans in the test program generation can greatly impact the

integrity of the device. These manipulations can be carried out at a relatively
low cost as it does not require many resources. This stage is bound by low
time constraints, but the adversary should have high knowledge of the design.
Hence, insertions at this stage pose as a medium difficulty.

Trojan insertion during fabrication process is the most difficult and most
expensive as the adversary has very limited information about the design.
To insert a complex trojan, the adversary is required to perform reverse engi-
neering of the mask layout in very limited time due to strict time constraints
in the supply chain management. Also, the mask creation is the most expen-
sive part of IC production. Masks can cost anything between 20K-2M USD
for small feature sizes. This makes it harder for organizations with a limited
budget to insert a trojan during fabrication. However, it is still possible for
organizations with big budgets and manpower. It would also be necessary
that the attacker has a high design knowledge so that he understands the
design well and is able to successfully insert a trojan. Even small mistakes
could lead to the failure of the design. In summary, the difficulty of trojan
insertion at this stage is high.

3.3.6 Outlook for Hardware Trojan Threats

Having seen the current threats of hardware trojans, we look at some future
threats affecting the integrity of ICs. Based on our analysis, the main and
impeding threats affecting the integrity of ICs are:

1. Trojans insertion during early design stages i.e., inserting trojans di-
rectly into the RTL design of the IC. In particular, the integration of
untrusted third party IP pose as a big challenge for the future. As not
all IP vendors may have a very strict and controlled design phase.

2. Trojans insertion during the design of test programs. For instance
additional keys with root access could be loaded or wrong fuses could
be programmed. Third party IP vendors may provide test benches that
do not cover or overlook critical test vectors. They could also provide
malicious firmware for their products so as to leak critical information
from the system.

3. Malicious IP cores in FPGA SoCs. Here the threat lies in the fact
that in FPGA SoCs several resources are shared between the SoC and
FPGA. Thus a corrupted hardware core can affect the integrity of the
entire system.
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3.4 Hardware Trojan Detection

In the previous section the different trojan types at each stage of an ASIC
and FPGA development (Trojan Insertion branch of Figure 3.3) were out-
lined. Now we try to identify how trojans can be detected at different stages
(Detection Techniques branch of Figure 3.3). Similar to Section 3.3, we pro-
vide a survey of previously proposed detection techniques with respect to the
development chain. Table 3.3 provides a summary of all the trojan detec-
tion techniques together with their characteristics like the type of reference
model used and design stage where they can be applied. This does not in-
clude organizational measures which can be applied in order to avoid trojan
insertion.

3.4.1 Functional Design

The objective at this stage would be to obtain a trojan-free core root-of-trust
which can be used as a reference during later development stages, a golden
reference model so to say. Trojan-free designs can be obtained only if the
specification is established as the root-of-trust. With this, a chain-of-trust
must be built in all the following development stages. Malicious inclusions
or modifications at this phase can be detected by thorough review.

The architecture level can be verified using formal verification. Formal
verification of the architecture is possible only if the specification is formally
defined. Detection at the RTL level can be done using formal verification
techniques provided the architecture is formally defined.

Banga et al. [BH10] propose a technique to detect trojans in third party
RTL using automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) tools and equivalence
checking. They first eliminate easy-to-detect signals and then use ATPG
tools to detect the hard-to-excite or rarely activated signals, since trojans are
known to have rare triggers [DAR06, WPBC08]. Finally, the suspicious sig-
nals are compared against the specification provided by the IP provider using
equivalence checking to find any malicious inclusions. Zhang et al. [ZT11a]
use coverage metrics like line, toggle, statement and finite state machine to
detect parts of code that have not been executed. From the synthesized RTL,
all redundant code is removed to reduce the number of suspicious signals us-
ing formal verification and ATPG tools. They also propose to insert scan
chains in the netlist and ATPG patterns to check for untestable stuck-at
faults. Later, the gates with stuck-at faults are removed from the original
design. If any suspicious signal still remains in the design, it is considered
to be malicious. Hicks et al. [HFK+10] search the HDL code of a design for
unused logic. A dataflow graph of the code is generated, with signals and
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Table 3.3: Survey of published trojan detection techniques

Paper Detection Technique
Reference Model

Golden IC Design
Simulation

Specification

Functional design
Banga et al. [BH10] Formal Verification •
Zhang et al. [ZT11a] Formal Verification •
Hicks et al. [HFK+10] Formal Verification •
Zhang et al. [ZYW+15] Formal Verification •
Rajendran et al. [RDVK16] Formal Verification •
Waksman et al. [WSS13] Functional Analysis •
Fyrbiak et al. [FWS+17] Functional Analysis •
Physical design
Potkonjak [Pot10] Functional Analysis •
Fabrication design
Bhasin et al. [BDG+13] Optical Inspection •
Zhou et al. [ZAZ+15] Optical Inspection •
Jha et al. [JJ08] Functional Analysis •
Chakraborty et al. [CPB08] Functional Analysis •
Chakraborty et al. [CWP+09] Functional Analysis •
Agrawal et al. [ABK+07] SCA-Power •
Banga et al. [BCFH08] SCA-Power •
Banga et al. [BH09] SCA-Power •
Potkonjak et al. [PNNM09] SCA-Power •
Alkabani et al. [AK09] SCA-Current •
Wang et al. [WSTP08] SCA-Current •
Rad et al. [RWTP08] SCA-Current •
Jin et al. [JM08] SCA-Delay •
Li et al [LL08] SCA-Delay •
Cha et al. [CG13] SCA-Delay •
Li et al. [LDT12] SCA-Delay •
Balasch et al. [BGV15] SCA-EM •
He et al. [HZGJ17] SCA-EM •
Run-time
Salmani et al. [STP09] On-chip Sensors •
Salmani et al. [ST12] On-chip Sensors •
Zhang et al. [ZT11b] On-chip Sensors •
Narasimhan et al. [NYW+12] On-chip Sensors •
Bao et al. [BFS15] On-chip Sensors •
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Figure 3.3: Hardware trojan detection schemes

state elements as nodes while the dataflow between nodes is represented as
edges. Subsequently, source-sink signal pairs are derived. By applying high
coverage verification tests, any intermediate logic between a source-sink pair
that does not affect the output is marked as suspicious. A similar detection
technique was also proposed by Zhang et al. [ZYW+15], who build a detec-
tion tool, VeriTrust, that tests code with low coverage to detect trojans that
add additional functionality. However, this tool was shown to be insensitive
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to trojans that are always on and island trojans i.e., trojans whose effects are
not propagated to the output of the device like a network of ring oscillators
that simply consume more power. Rajendran et al. [RDVK16] use formal
verification using SAT solvers. They also use bound checks where the design
is verified to see if all states are reached at the specified time, if not it could
be due to the presence of a trojan. This technique targets trojans that leak
information and use digital inputs for the trigger. Waksman et al. [WSS13]
developed a tool, FANCI which uses boolean functional analysis to detect
nearly unused circuits in third party IP cores. For this, they construct truth
tables for all output wires with its corresponding input wires. Wires with
probability below the control value are flagged as suspicious. Once, the wires
are flagged as suspicious, code review is done to determine whether the sus-
picious wires are malicious. Fyrbiak et al. [FWS+17] build on FANCI to
develop a static analysis tool ANGEL which uses boolean functional analysis
and graph neighbourhood analysis i.e., instead of considering just a single
gate like FANCI, the influence of the neighbouring gates are also considered.

The above proposed techniques can be used to reduce the design space
and amplify the effects of the malicious inclusions in the design at relatively
lower costs. A more robust technique at this stage for trojan detection is code
review. This however, is a more time consuming process and requires the
system designers to have a strong knowledge in hardware design. Simulation
of the RTL can be used for evaluating code coverage, i.e. to check if all parts
of the design have been tested or not.

3.4.2 Physical Design

The different trojan detection techniques that can be deployed in this phase
include review, formal verification and functional analysis of the design. For-
mal verification techniques can be used to verify the results after synthesis
and P&R. Designers at this stage are reliant on third party EDA tools for the
development of their design, the EDA tools must be reverse engineered to
check for correctness. An alternative could be to use multiple tools and com-
pare the generated results with each other. Potkonjak [Pot10] developed a
technique to design trusted ICs using untrusted EDA tools. This is achieved
by specifying all the design aspects at every level of abstraction and account-
ing for all resources at each design stage thus leaving no room for the EDA
tool to insert untrusted functions. For instance, they propose scheduling all
operations, having no dont-care states in the finite state machine and using
all the functional units in all the control steps. Due to the complexity of the
tasks like resource allocation and scheduling, designers are still reliant on the
untrusted EDA tools to perform these tasks following which the designer can
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check the generated design for correctness. This technique is not scalable
for large designs, due to the high overhead is terms of time and resources
required to check for correctness.

After the mask generation process, the design should be extracted and
reverse engineered to guarantee that no malicious components have been
included or malicious modifications of the design have not occurred during
the mask generation.

3.4.3 Test Program Development

The next stage of the IC development is the test pattern development. All
memory contents and fuse bits that have been programmed in the test pro-
gram can be read out from the sample devices. However, this will not be
possible, if the test program has switched the chip into the operating mode
which does not permit reading all memory contents. Meaning the design flow
would need to adapted to include checks before switching the chip into the
operating mode.

Authentication and integrity checks can be performed inside a chip when
configurations are downloaded [Mic15]. Configurations can be internally
hashed and the hash can be output for verification [Mic13]. This prevents an
adversary from maliciously reading out the configuration. However, this re-
quires cryptographic modules to be present in the tested chip. Thus ensuring
that only authentic configurations are loaded on the chip.

3.4.4 Fabrication

The different analysis methods used for hardware trojan detection in the fab-
rication stage are optical inspection, functional analysis, side channel analysis
(SCA) and device fingerprinting. Below we describe each of these techniques
together with examples from literature to show their capabilities and associ-
ated costs.

We begin with optical inspection as a way to detect trojans. Chips are
reverse engineered, each layer of the IC is photographed and thoroughly
examined for any addition, deletion, or modification of the design. This
technique offers a high degree of assurance. It is also effective in detecting
minor changes like inclusion and deletion of transistors. The main drawback
of this method is the cost of the initial set up. For effective analysis, one
requires dedicated equipment, which costs around USD 500K3 and the whole
process is very time consuming. Another drawback is that all the chips need

3http://www.siliconfareast.com/
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to be destructively tested, thus rendering them useless. Reverse engineering
even simple circuits like sensors can cost around USD 15,0004.

Due to the high costs and destructive nature of reverse engineering, this
technique is a commonly proposed method to derive a golden chip [ABK+07].
A golden chip is an IC that is assumed to be trojan-free. The golden chip is
used as a reference chip against which different chip characteristics, like power
consumption and delay, of all other chips can be compared to determine the
presence of malicious functionality.

Optical imaging is another often proposed technique as a trade off be-
tween the high cost and accuracy achieved using reverse engineering. This
technique has lower costs and also a lower accuracy in comparison with re-
verse engineering. Works using optical imaging include comparison of the
post-fabrication images of an IC to the GDSII layout, i.e. layout versus
image comparison [BDG+13] and deriving a optical fingerprint of a IC by
distinguishing between the fill cells and the actual logic [ZAZ+15]. These
techniques are only effective if the trojan has some connections in the higher
metal layers, if the trojan is hidden in the lower layers it might go unnoticed.

Functional analysis is a conventional post-fabrication IC testing tool. It
has a low cost but the tests are dedicated to verify the proper functionality
of the IC. Trojans, however, are designed to be stealthy and evade the con-
ventional testing phase [WPBC08]. Hence, conventional functional testing
tools are not effective against trojan detection.

Researchers over the years have proposed various techniques to improve
the conventional post-fabrication functional tests, to enhance the effects of
the malicious functionality and thereby increase the probability of trojan
detection post-fabrication. Jha et al. [JJ08] perform functional analysis of
a device under test (DUT). First, a unique signature of the circuit is con-
structed. Once the fingerprint is obtained, a random set of input patterns
are applied to the DUT. The DUT is treated as a black box. The probability
distribution of the output is unique for each functionally different circuit.
If the probability of logic 1 at an output is different for the DUT, then it
indicates the presence of a trojan. When a trojan is detected, the fingerprint
of the input pattern is returned. Such a set up works best on trojans that
modify functionality. In this method, only the implemented circuit is tested
for the presence of a trojan. A trojan could still be inserted in an unused
part of the IC.

Chakraborty et al. [CPB08] include a special key-protected test mode
into their design. The test triggers a set of rare events within the modules
under test and generates a signature of the critical modules. This generated

4http://www.chipworks.com/
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signature is sent to the external GPIOs of the chip. Such a technique works
for small circuits, as generating multiple signatures for a complex design
would be difficult and thus is not a very scalable technique.

Chakraborty et al. [CWP+09] developed a reduced test pattern that ex-
cites multiple rarely activated nodes. First, a golden netlist is simulated to
identify nodes with low signal probability. Next, they generate a set of test
patterns targeting the node with low signal probability. Their goal is to de-
rive the minimal set of test patterns that should increase trojan coverage
probability. Although this approach may be helpful in triggering a trojan,
the effects of the trojan must be propagated to one of the primary output
signals of the design to be detected. It can still be a useful approach when
combined with side-channel techniques because it can increase the trojan
activity.

SCA is the measurement of physical properties, such as power, electro-
magnetic radiation and delay, along with some statistical analysis while the
device performs some critical function, e.g. while the trojan is operational.
SCA has a low initial cost in comparison to techniques like the previously de-
scribed optical detection techniques. The goal here is to derive a side-channel
fingerprint from a set of sample devices, the fingerprint is later compared with
all other chips after fabrication. If the fingerprint of the tested chips is dif-
ferent from that of the sample devices, they are deemed to have additional
undocumented functionality. The main challenge with this technique is the
noise caused by process and environmental variations. SCA was first used for
trojan detection by Agrawal et al. [ABK+07] where they generate a power
fingerprint from a set of randomly selected chips. Later, these chips are de-
structively tested, i.e., reverse engineered, to make sure that they are trojan
free. All the other chips are compared against this fingerprint. Results were
simulated in SPICE with different percentages of process variations. How-
ever, they show that small trojans could not be detected successfully due
to the process variations. In the case of conditional trojans, only the trig-
ger circuit is active at all times. The trigger circuit can be very small and
composed of very few gates, which may go unnoticed by conventional SCA
due to the high noise levels. Hence, detecting those trojans is most effective
when the trigger circuit is not smaller than 3-4 orders of magnitude of the
entire circuit [ABK+07].

In order to enhance the effects of the trojan activity Banga et
al. [BCFH08] and Rad et al [RWTP08] developed a technique where they
first divide the circuit into partitions and then measure the power consump-
tion in each partition. They generate test vectors in a way to minimize the
hamming distance between adjacent regions. The activity in one partition is
increased while reducing the activity of the remaining, in order to maximize
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the influence of the trojan on the power consumption. Thereby reducing the
impact of the process variations.

Further improvements were made to this technique, with a focus on meth-
ods to efficiently increase the activity on the chip, in an attempt to trigger the
malicious functionality [BH09]. This is done by dividing the circuit into levels
and inverting the voltage supply of alternate levels so as to cause switching
in rarely activated gates. They then go on to use power profiling to detect
any suspicious behaviour in the circuit.

In addition to power-analysis, researchers have also shown how other
side channels like EM [BGV15, HZGJ17], transient current [WSTP08] and
path delay [JM08] can be used to detect trojans. For instance, Wang et
al. [WSTP08] show how trojans can be detected using a multi-supply tran-
sient current integration technique. It is done by measuring the current on
multiple ports of the chips. Random sets of input patterns are applied to
increase the switching activity. The current consumption from each port is
integrated and compared with the worst case charges of the golden chip. The
authors assume that the trojan is inserted only in a selected number of dies.
The golden chip is retrieved by exhaustively testing several randomly chosen
dies. Alkabani et al. [AK09] also propose a technique to measure the gate
level characteristics of a circuit. They measure the static current leakage on
the output port and compare it to the nominal leakage values of the gate.
The nominal values are got by simulating the netlist with high coverage input
vectors. They simulate a model of this technique and use a consistency met-
ric to measure the difference between the real and estimated scaling factors
of the gate leakage.

Measurement of path delay is also a widely proposed side-channel for
trojan detection. Jin et al. [JM08] use path delay fingerprinting for trojan
detection. First, a set of high coverage input patterns are applied to col-
lect the path delay fingerprint of the golden chip. Later, the path delay of
the DUT is compared to this fingerprint. Cha et al. [CG13] improve this
technique by measuring the path delay along the shortest path as trojans
are typically designed to be stealthy and not affect primary outputs. The
advantage of this technique is that there is a higher influence of the trojan on
the delay. And thus, the effect of the nominal delays and process variations
is minimized.

Later works have also shown how a combination of multiple side-channels
can be used to detect trojans. For instance, Potkonjak et al. [PNNM09]
measure gate level characteristics like the delay and power together with
statistical analysis to detect trojans. In summary, we see that SCA is effective
for trojan detection if the overall switching of the circuit is kept low so as to
highlight the influence of the trojan in the side-channel being measured.
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In general, a skillful adversary would design a trojan to have a rare trig-
ger so that they are not detected during the regular IC testing [DAR06,
WPBC08]. Hence, by eliminating low probability paths, the probability of
trojan activation can be increased. This also increases the probability of de-
tection using other detection schemes like SCA, as the switching activity of
the trojan circuitry is increased. A newer detection technique modifies the
original circuit at design time by inserting additional circuitry or reorder-
ing existing circuitry to enhance detection by other techniques, like power,
delay or logical testing, later at run-time. For instance, inserting dummy
scan flip-flops in paths with low transition probability [STP09] or reordering
the scan cells chains [ST12] have been shown to increase the probability of
rare occurring path, consequently also increasing the probability of trojan
detection using SCA. In another approach, Zhang et al. [ZT11b] inserted
a ring oscillator (RO) network. The ROs were distributed all over the IC
to detect abnormal switching activity. A golden IC is used to generate a
fingerprint of the RO frequencies and then the DUT is compared against
this fingerprint. Switching due to trojan activity affects the frequency of the
RO network. As a result, the localized effects of the trojan are captured
from the closest RO. Similar detection techniques have been presented using
different on-chip sensors such as a network of current sensors to measure
on-chip transient current [NYW+12], on-chip temperature sensors to detect
increased activity [BFS15], delay sensors to measure register-to-register path
delays [LDT12, LL08]. On-chip trojan detection sensors while helping to
increase the probability of trojan detection, comes at the cost of additional
area overhead and a drop in the overall performance.

Chakraborty et al. [CB09] proposed to use design obfuscation to increase
the complexity of reverse engineering for the attacker. They did this by
adding additional states to the design. Such a technique increases the com-
plexity of the attacker to insert a ingenious trojan in the design. But this
involves adding additional circuity and thus reducing the performance of the
whole design.

Following the fabrication of the chip, a unique response or fingerprint from
each IC could be read out after the mass production, which can then be veri-
fied by the design house. This could for instance be achieved through the use
of a physical unclonable function (PUF). PUFs can be used post-fabrication
to guarantee that no manipulations or replacements have occurred during
the shipment of an IC and also throughout the life cycle of the IC. PUFs
exploit the manufacturing differences in ICs to generate a unique-per-device
fingerprint. This unique-per-device fingerprint for a device is derived after
fabrication during a so called enrollment phase. After the IC is deployed, a
verifier can verify that the fingerprint has not changed. Any modifications
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Table 3.4: Difficulty of trojan detection

Development Stage Cost Time Required Technique Accuracy Detection Difficulty

Functional Design
Specification Low Low Medium Low
Architecture Low Low Medium Low
RTL Low Medium High Low

Physical Design
Synthesis and P&R Medium Medium High Medium
Tools High High Medium High
Mask High High High High

Test Program Development
Test development Medium Medium High Medium

Fabrication
Fabrication High High High High

to the device would also alter the response. Thus preventing the insertion
or replacement of ICs by malicious clones. This might be especially helpful
for FPGA-based designs to prevent an adversary from modifying the bit-
stream after the system is deployed. Owen et al. [JHC+18] developed a
self-authenticating PUF that checks the PUF response at ever power-up. A
difference in the PUF response is attributed to a malicious modification of
the bitstream, in which case the system does not power-up. However care
must be taken while integrating PUFs in the design, properties of the PUF
like entropy, temperature effects, environmental effects and aging must be
thoroughly studied before deployment.

3.4.5 Difficulty of Trojan Detection

Having described all the detection schemes currently publicly known, in this
section we assess the difficulty of trojan detection using these published
schemes. For this, we again go back to the IC development chain, and esti-
mate which detection techniques are most suitable for each IC development
stage and the estimated cost for these schemes.

From our analysis, we see that current publicly known detection schemes
known mostly focus on post fabrication detection techniques. Table 3.3 shows
that most of the techniques use a golden chip as their reference model. De-
tection techniques like optical inspection or exhaustive testing could be used
to derive the golden chip. The DUT is compared against the golden chip
but this is based on the assumption that such a golden chip exists. Another
reference model that can be used is a design simulation. Assuming to have
a trusted specification and design phase, one can use the simulation of a
pre-fabrication design for comparison.
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In Table 3.4, we derive the difficulty of trojan detection for each IC de-
velopment stage based on the cost, time and accuracy using a particular
detection technique. Cost is estimated based on the budget and tools re-
quired to set up the detection technique. Time required is the time needed
for trojan detection and finally accuracy defines the reliability of the tech-
nique. Whenever there are several detection techniques, we use the one with
the highest accuracy for our evaluation. Through this evaluation we try to
determine the practicability of trojan detection at each stage of development.
A low detection difficulty indicates that the technique is suitable for trojan
detection while a high detection difficulty indicates that the technique is not
optimal for trojan detection due to factors like associated cost and resources.

Trojan detection during the functional design stage can be carried out
at a relatively low cost and time. Thorough review of the specification and
architecture provides a medium accuracy for trojan detection. Code review
and simulation of the RTL has a high accuracy of trojan detection at rel-
atively low costs. Thus, in our opinion the difficulty of trojan detection at
this stage is low.

During the physical design stage, an evaluator would require higher re-
sources and more time for trojan detection as they might have to reverse
engineer complex layouts and tools in this stage. Techniques like formal
analysis and reverse engineering provide a high accuracy, but are expensive
and time consuming. Hence, we conclude that there is a medium to high
difficulty of trojan detection.

Trojan detection at the test program development stage has a medium
cost and time due to the complexity of the design. Techniques like config-
uration readback and integrity checks provide a high accuracy level. Thus,
there is a low to medium difficulty of trojan detection at this stage.

Current research mostly focuses on trojan detection during fabrication.
The most accurate technique here is reverse engineering, which is, however,
very expensive and requires a lot of time in order to perform a thorough
analysis. But this still does not guarantee the integrity of all the other fab-
ricated ICs. For instance, detecting changes in the dopant level can be very
expensive, as one requires sophisticated tools to conduct reverse engineer-
ing [BRPB13]. Thus, this stage has a high difficulty with regard to trojan
detection.

3.4.6 Outlook for Hardware Trojan Detection

Through this work we see that the cost and difficulty of trojan detection
increases with each stage of IC development. The detection techniques that
are most relevant in our opinion are code review of third party IP. This corre-
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lates with our earlier results which had shown that the early design stages of
the IC development are most vulnerable to trojans threats, hence we need to
protect these stages. Code review together with a high coverage simulation
can be used to review the third party IP cores that will be integrated into
the design during the functional design stage. This technique offers a high
level of confidence for trojan detection and has medium overall cost.

3.4.7 Hardware Trojan Prevention

Although a variety of detection methods have been introduced, most are still
not resilient against process variation and are highly dependent on trojan size
and type. Several prevention methods were also proposed in the literature.
Prevention methods can be categorized into:

1) Layout-filler: Here the unused portions of the circuit are filled with
dummy logic [KAABS15] or standard cells [XFT14]. However, it is possible
that an attacker is able to identify dummy logic from functional logic, a
trojan can then be inserted by replacing the dummy logic.

2) Logic encoding: Also known as logic obfuscation, this method adds ad-
ditional gates to the design in order to encode its functionality. By providing
the correct key or sequence of inputs, the correct functionality is executed
else incorrect outputs are produced [RPSK12, RZZ+15]. Thus upon retriev-
ing the key, an attacker would be able to insert malicious functionality.

3) IC camouflaging: Another technique to prevent reverse engineering of
an IC to insert trojans is to camouflage the design. Similar to logic encoding,
the design functionality is hidden. The difference is that unlike logic encoding
where key gates are inserted, IC camouflaging synthesizes cells that look alike
but have different functionality [LSM+16, RSSK13].

4) Split manufacturing: To eliminate the threat from an untrusted
foundry, split manufacturing was proposed where part of the design is fab-
ricated by an untrusted high-end foundry while the other part is done by a
trusted low-end foundry [JGS+14, RSK13]. Thus leaving no foundry with
full access to the design layout. An attacker from the untrusted foundry will
not be able to reverse engineer the design from the partial mask-layout, and
thus making is very hard to insert a meaningful trojan.

In general all these techniques harden the effort required by an attacker
to insert a trojan by modifying the original design to include additional non-
functional states.
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Figure 3.4: Feasibility of trojan insertion and detection

3.5 Summary

In this section, we analyze the difficulty of trojan insertion at each IC devel-
opment stage against the difficulty of trojan detection as also summarized in
Figure 3.4. The cost and effort of trojan insertion increases with each design
step. Similarly, the cost of trojan detection increases as the complexity of
the design increases with each development stage. Also with the increase in
complexity, the time required for reliable trojan detection also increases and
thus the difficulty of the trojan detection also increases.

From our analysis in Table 3.2 and Table 3.4, we see that the difficulty of
trojan insertion during the functional design and test program development
stage are low and also the cost for trojan detection is low. Further, the
difficulty of trojan detection is low during the functional design stage and
medium during the test program development stage. On the other hand, the
difficulty of trojan insertion and detection is high during the fabrication stage.
As here an adversary would need high budget and high design knowledge to
insert a trojan. Trojan detection after fabrication can be expensive and time
consuming as each fabricated device would need to be thoroughly tested.

Looking back at Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.4, as we move from the origin
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outwards, the cost of both trojan insertion and trojan detection increases
with every circle, i.e. with every design stage. We identify that it easier
for an adversary to make malicious manipulation during the early design
phases than during fabrication. And it is also easier for the evaluators to
detect trojans during the early design stages than post fabrication. Hence,
we conclude that future research must focus more on securing the early stages
of development against trojan insertion. Especially in the cases where IPs are
sourced and integrated from third party vendors. Also, more effort should
be spent on developing efficient detection techniques.

We use the observations made from this analysis as the foundation for
the rest of this work. We exploit the findings and present two attacks that
target the early design stage in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. We also present
two countermeasures that isolate malicious hardware core with access to
memory in Chapter 6 and securely update an FPGA without having to rely
on manufacturer-provided closed-source IPs in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 4

Hardware Threats to Secure
Software Update Processes on
FPGA SoCs

Modern FPGA system-on-chips (SoCs) combine high performance applica-
tion processors with reconfigurable hardware. This allows to enhance com-
plex software systems with reconfigurable hardware accelerators. However,
this combination gives rise to new security threats which can bypass state-
of-the-art software protection mechanisms. Attacks on the software are now
possible through the reconfigurable hardware as these cores share resources
with the processor and may contain unwanted functionality.

In this chapter, we show how malicious functionality in a hardware mod-
ule in the FPGA accesses and replaces critical memory sections. We carry-out
a proof of concept on the Xilinx Zynq-7000 device which runs a Linux OS and
a software application that verifies system updates. The malicious hardware
core replaces the public key used to verify system updates, thus, allowing an
attacker to maliciously update the FPGA SoC.

The chapter begins with a description of the software update process
and secure updates on FPGA SoCs in Section 4.1. This is followed by the
description of the attack vector in Section 4.2, related work in Section 4.3
and the practical demonstration on the Xilinx Zynq-7000 in Section 4.4. In
Section 4.5 and Section 4.6 the results and different countermeasures are dis-
cussed, respectively. Finally, Section 4.7, provides a summary of this chapter.

The work presented in this chapter is part of the publication: Compro-
mising FPGA SoCs using Malicious Hardware Blocks. In Design Automa-
tion and Test in Europe, DATE 2017, Lausanne, Switzerland, March 2017
[JRZ+17].
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4.1 Secure Software Updates on FPGA SoCs

Software update refers to the process of providing updates to the application
or firmware running on the device. This is a critical functionality for software
development as it is used to fix bugs or add new features to a running system
that is already deployed in the field.

Updates to a system may be provided over-the-air, e.g. via wireless cellu-
lar service. For devices which are not connected to the internet or those that
have no over-the-air update capability, the updates are downloaded from a
remote server and transferred over external NVMs such as SD-cards or USBs.
In the automotive domain this is commonly done by driving the car to the
dealership where a technician downloads the updates and runs the update
on the vehicle.

A common requirement for updates irrespective of how the updates are
transferred to the device is the secure transmission and loading of the updates
on the corresponding device. It is very important to verify the authenticity
of the updates before they are loaded on the target device. In the absence
of any verification, non-authentic software may be allowed to maliciously
update the device. Signature verification and encryption can be used to
verify the authenticity and maintain confidentiality of the updates. Common
transport layer security (TLS) libraries such as OpenSSL or embedded device
specific libraries such as mbedTLS or WolfSSL can be used to encrypt and
authenticate updates.
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Figure 4.1: Secure update on FPGA SoCs

Figure 4.1 illustrates the process for verification of secure updates. It
consists of a server from which the update can be downloaded and an FPGA
SoC performing the signature verification process. On the server side, the
hash of the update is computed and signed using the server’s private key.
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The update along with the signature is delivered to the FPGA SoC.

On the embedded system, an application with the help of a hardware
accelerator (if available) or a software library, computes the hash of the
update. Next, the signature of the update, the recomputed hash and the
public key stored in the FPGA SoC are passed to the verification process.
If the signature verification process is passed, the update is accepted by the
system. If not, the update will be dropped and not processed.

4.2 Attacking the Secure Software Update

Process on FPGA SoCs

FPGA SoCs share several resources between the FPGA fabric and processor,
e.g. the on-chip memory, the DDR memory and the bus system. A novel
attack vector for FPGA SoCs is the inclusion of hardware modules in the
reconfigurable logic that maliciously exploit resources shared between the
processor and the FPGA fabric. In order to reduce costs, hardware modules
may be sourced from third parties. The problem is that malicious function-
ality could be part of such bought modules as already discussed in Chapter 3.
Then they are part of a valid FPGA configuration file without the integrators
knowledge of the malicious parts. As an analogy, think of flash-light applica-
tions for mobile phones that require internet and location access. They may
contain unwanted functionality that is not supposed to be there. But a näıve
user would download and use the application from the application store as if
it were a legitimate application. Similarly, a hardware module in the FPGA
fabric of the FPGA SoC with unwanted and undocumented functionality can
for instance exploit the shared bus system by sniffing or corrupting the data
being sent on the bus. In this work, we show how the shared memory can be
used to retrieve or manipulate sensitive data, while they are loaded or stored
in the random access memory (RAM) before being used for computation by
the application processor.

Shared RAM memory is chosen as our target to show the attack since
both SoC and FPGA fabric can access and are able to modify its contents.
Also, the programs running on the application processor will be loaded to
the RAM before their execution, this makes shared memory an ideal resource
to corrupt. For instance, the memory can be scanned for sensitive data like
keys that are used during secure update. Furthermore, the memory can be
scanned for flags or jump addresses, which could be manipulated to modify
the control flow. Once the memory location of interest is identified, the next
step is to manipulate it in a meaningful way while not causing a partial
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or complete system failure. The manipulation needs to be stealthy and not
alert the system about a manipulation. The attacker can replace the memory
with his own code/data and, thus, modify the functionality of the system,
e.g. modify data in order to bypass an authentication phase. Alternatively,
an attacker could also leak some sensitive information like keys used for data
encryption.

In this chapter, we describe a proof of concept of a malicious hardware
module on an FPGA SoC that compromises an embedded system running an
operating system and an application to verify secure remote updates. The
goal of the attacker is to manipulate the signature verification process using
hardware assistance. We built a custom hardware module that will be in-
cluded in the FPGA fabric of the FPGA SoC. In addition to its regular and
documented functions, the hardware module also includes hidden function-
ality. The hardware module scans the memory for the public key used for
authentication and then replaces this key with a predefined key known to
the attacker. By replacing this key with another key known to an attacker,
the attacker is subsequently able to maliciously update the FPGA SoC.

The public key is identified by scanning for the header of pem formatted
keys [All06]. Alternatively, the mathematical properties of asymmetric keys
can be exploited to identify keys in the RAM, e.g. measuring the entropy
since non-key data has lower entropy than key data [SS99]. In embedded
systems, with limited resources, this key may be declared statically within
the program binary to avoid the overhead of file handling. A keyfile may also
be accessed using a file handler and then, its contents are copied to a buffer
allocated in the stack or heap depending on the implementation. In both
cases, the key will be loaded into the RAM, although at different locations.

4.3 Related Work

Previous publications have shown the threats of malicious functionality on
the overall system security. Gonzalvo et al. [GBMB15] and Li et al. [LDP15]
carry out similar attacks. Gonzalvo et al. have shown how the privileges of
a user application running on a SoC can be escalated. They use the JTAG
interface to scan the memory for a system function call and then overwrite
it to grant the user application root privileges. The advantage with our set-
up is that an attacker does not need physical access to the device and does
not have to rely on an open JTAG port. The malicious functionality can be
delivered in a third party IP core or it can be delivered during the life-time
of the system in form of an update of the hardware module.

Li et al. developed a hardware module to trace the memory accesses of
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software applications running on the Xilinx Zynq-7000. They modify the
entire architecture to pass also the memory traffic to and from the processor
through the malicious memory tracing core in the FPGA instead of directly
passing the traffic to the memory controller. Additionally, for the memory
tracing tool, the Xilinx in system debug core, Integrated Logic Analyzer (ILA
core), is used, which further adds the hardware costs. Leaving memory de-
bugging in the final design not only causes a drop in the performance but also
debug cores could be exploited by a malicious entity to gain insight/modify
the functionality.

In contrast our work does not rely on any debug functionality to be
present in the final design and also make no changes to the architecture
of the standard software stack. We use a hardware core in the FPGA fabric
of a Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA SoC with access to memory, which in addition
to its regular and documented functionality scans the memory for the header
of the public key used to sign system updates. Upon locating the public key
in the memory, it is replaced by a key known to the attacker, thus allowing
an attacker to maliciously update the system.

4.4 Practical Demonstration on Xilinx Zynq

We implemented a proof of concept on the Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA
SoC [Xil14]. We use the Zedboard Rev. C, which is a development board for
the Zynq.

4.4.1 Software

A realistic embedded system which runs a Linux operating system on the
application processor is implemented. We use Linux-xlnx [Xil16c], which is
a BusyBox Linux distribution for the Zynq devices from Xilinx. We also
developed device drivers for the hardware module in the FPGA fabric, which
the applications running on the OS can use to communicate with the hard-
ware module. Currently, there is one core in the FPGA fabric that can be
configured and used by applications running on the OS. The OS runs a soft-
ware application that authenticates firmware updates using the elliptic curve
digital signature algorithm. The FPGA SoC needs to verify the authenticity
of updates. We ported the mbed TLS library, which is an open source TLS
library for embedded devices [ARM], to our application processor to verify
the signature and guarantee the authenticity of an incoming update. We
assume a signed update is delivered to the FPGA SoC using an SD-Card or
USB device.
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4.4.2 Hardware Block Including Malicious Functional-
ity

We implemented an AXI-Lite hardware core as a place holder for a crypto-
graphic accelerator. This core exhibits the characteristics of a cryptographic
hash core which would be used to calculate the hash of the update and would
also be used as an accelerator for run-time integrity monitoring. For simplic-
ity, we implement a 32-bit XOR operation as a place holder function.
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Figure 4.2: Design of IP core

A hardware accelerator for hash computations often needs to process large
amounts of data. Thus, the core would likely be designed to receive con-
figuration information from the processor and then operate autonomously
which means it operates outside the control of the processor. This inter-
face design is to our knowledge representative and commonly used in prac-
tice [Bar15, Ens13, Bar16]. The DMA-like interface reduces the load on the
processor, as it is not involved in moving the data to and from the memory.
The processor passes the source address, destination address and the length
of the message as configuration information to the hardware core followed
by an enable signal. Upon the completion of the computation, a done flag is
set. A similar setup is described in a white paper from Freescale [Fre08]. In
accordance to common practise, we designed our hardware module to have
two ports as shown in Figure 4.2. An AXI-lite slave interface through which
the enable and configuration parameters for the hardware core are passed
from the processor. An AXI-lite master interface through which the core
reads data from the memory, performs its core function based on the config-
uration parameters passed from the processor and writes the results back to
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the memory.
Besides the desired and documented functionalities, the hardware core

performs the following hidden functions:

1. Scan the RAM memory in the background.

2. Identify the header of a pem formatted public key
(−−−−−BEGIN PUBLIC KEY−−−−−).

3. Overwrite the stored public key with a key known to the attacker.

These hidden functions are performed in succession to regular and docu-
mented operations of the core. The key scanning operation is executed after
every normal read operation of the core. Starting from the base address of
the user memory, the memory is incrementally scanned with every regular
read operation. This is feasible, if the hardware core is performing run-time
integrity checks or remote attestation, the whole memory needs to be verified
to show that the system is running unaltered software. As a result, the key
scan operation will also scan the whole memory and the key header can be
located in the memory.

As the keys will normally be loaded to the user space memory, it would
be sufficient to only scan this section of the memory. If a standard Linux
kernel is used the user space address mapping can be found publicly. In the
cases, where this is not public knowledge, the whole memory would need to
be scanned for the key. Once the key header pattern is identified, the key
is overwritten with a new key hard coded in the bitstream or binary. The
overwriting of the key is performed before the core performs its documented
write operation. Currently, the malicious scanning is only performed when
the hardware core is being used by the processor. By performing the hidden
functionality in between the regular functions, the hidden functions can be
disguised as legitimate operations of the hardware core. Thus, making their
detection harder.

4.5 Results

The described implementation has been tested and as an important result we
were able to successfully modify the public key at run-time using a malicious
hardware core in the FPGA SoC.

Here we provide the implementation results of our prototype implemen-
tation for the Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA SoC. Our malicious functionality re-
quires 38 additional flip-flops and 138 additional LUTs for scanning and
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storing the new public key. A SHA-384/512 IP core for the same FPGA
family without the AXI interface requires 2526 LUTs (the interfaces require
additional resources) [Hel16]. While a high throughput AES-galois counter
mode (GCM) for the same FPGA family with an interface similar to our set-
up requires 22729 LUTs [Bar15]. From the above we learn that our malicious
functionality may have a relatively small area overhead. Each read opera-
tion reads 32-bit words. The Zedboard has a 512 MB large external DDR
memory, in the worst-case scenario the whole 512 MB of memory needs to
be scanned which takes approximately 7.2 seconds. As already discussed the
region of memory to be scanned can be reduced based on publicly available
data of the kernel memory map.

The goal of this work is to highlight the attack vector in FPGA SoCs,
thus the area and performance of the hidden functionality is not the focus.
This attack vector can be further extended to scan and modify flags, sys-
tem function calls or symmetric keys. These attacks could be carried out
with lesser hardware resources if no large payloads need to be stored in the
hardware.

4.6 Discussion

Through this work, we can see that with the currently available security
mechanisms on the Zynq-7000 such attacks cannot be prevented. Hence
designers need to consider additional mechanisms to protect the systems
against such threats. Here we discuss different countermeasures that are
available and their impact against attacks like the one presented in this work.

The AXI interconnect on the Zynq can be programmed at design time
to restrict the access of peripherals to the memory [Xil14]. By default, no
restrictions are implemented on the AXI bus. In our opinion, the default
setting is preferable, as it might be impractical to define the restrictions of
the peripherals during the hardware design stage, as the hardware designer
might not be completely aware of the software system.

One general way to protect the system against attacks through malicious
functionality in hardware cores, is to conduct a thorough code review of the
hardware cores and check the coverage of the testbenches supplied with hard-
ware cores before integrating them into a system. Only thoroughly tested
cores can be integrated into the system and thus prevent the whole system
from being compromised by untrusted hardware cores. However, lack of time
and competence can lead to small and stealthy malicious functionality being
overlooked. Furthermore, in many cases, the hardware core is supplied as
a netlist which contains no RTL description. Thus, further increasing the
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difficulty for a thorough review.
Shared memory attacks like the one presented here, can be pre-

vented through the integration of IOMMUs which is called as SMMU by
ARM [ARM16]. Using IOMMUs, the access rights of the peripherals can
be dynamically managed as described in Section 2.2. An IOMMU is avail-
able in the newest high-end FPGA SoCs like the Xilinx UltraScale+ [Xil17]
and Intel Stratix 10 [Alt15]. These new FPGA SoCs are significantly more
powerful and expensive when compared to the FPGA SoCs like the Xilinx’s
Zynq and Intel’s Arria 10. As our FPGA SoC does not have an IOMMU,
an IP core can be developed, which emulates the behaviour of an IOMMU.
Brunel et al. [BPOD14] develop such an IP core for SoCs. However, this
core is resource intensive. Instead, an easy-to-use and lightweight security
enhanced AXI-wrapper (like a stripped down IOMMU) can be integrated to
every hardware core with direct access to the memory. A detailed description
of the security enhanced wrapper will be provided in Chapter 6.

4.7 Summary

We demonstrated how the software in FPGA SoCs can be corrupted using
malicious hardware cores. This threat arises from the fact that the hard-
ware cores on an FPGA SoC are connected through a shared bus system. A
malicious hardware core connected on this bus may be used to attack other
resources connected on the same bus. In this work, we focused on hidden
functionality in third party hardware cores that can be used to circumvent
memory protection and corrupt the software running on the processing sys-
tem. As a proof of concept, we show how the secure update process can be
manipulated using a malicious core in the FPGA.

A general way to protect against this is to thoroughly test all third party
hardware cores before integration. However, this is a complex and time
consuming process. In newer FPGA SoCs, these threats can be handled
through the use of an IOMMU. However, the lower-end devices which are
already in use are still at risk as they do not have an IOMMU. For such
systems, a security enhanced AXI-wrapper can be developed that prevents
malicious cores from accessing unauthorized sections of the memory.
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Chapter 5

Hardware Threats to Secure
Boot on FPGA SoCs

This chapter demonstrates how an FPGA hardware design in FPGA SoCs
can compromise the important secure boot process of the main CPU to boot
from a malicious network source instead of an authentic signed kernel im-
age. We perform a proof of concept on a Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA SoC and
generalize the threat to other devices.

The secure boot mechanism on the Xilinx Zynq-7000 is described Sec-
tion 5.1. Section 5.2 outlines the attack on the secure boot process. In Sec-
tion 5.3 the related work is discussed. Section 5.4 provides a detailed de-
scription of the attack. In Section 5.5 the results of this work are discussed
and in Section 5.6 the results are generalized to other platforms. Section 5.7
provides a summary of this chapter.

The results of this work were part of the publication: How to break secure
boot on FPGA SoCs through malicious hardware. In Cryptographic Hardware
and Embedded Systems - CHES 2017 [JHZ+17].

5.1 Secure Boot Process on the Xilinx Zynq-

7000

Secure boot is one of the most fundamental security mechanisms. It is the
foundation for all later security mechanisms. As described in Section 2.1,
secure boot assures that no unauthorized code is allowed to run on a system.
This is achieved by verifying all the code to be executed for integrity and
authenticity using cryptographic means before its execution. A chain-of-trust
is established starting from a hardware core root-of-trust which can be keys
in eFuses or internal hardwired ROM code.

67
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The goal of this chapter is to highlight that even for FPGA SoCs with a
secure hardware root-of-trust and a secure boot process, as well as runtime
protection (by isolation of software components), there is still a major risk
that the system may be compromised. This risk comes from the reconfig-
urable hardware.

Figure 5.1 depicts the boot process on the Zynq-7000 FPGA SoC. It con-
sists of five stages after power-up:

1. BootROM (non-accessible internal hardwired code)

2. First stage bootloader (FSBL)

3. FPGA configuration (bitstream)

4. Second stage bootloader (i.e. U-boot)

5. Operating system (OS)

First Stage
Bootloader

FPGA 
Configuration

Second Stage
Bootloader

Operating
System

TimePower-up

BOOT.bin uImage

Figure 5.1: Overview of boot process on Xilinx Zynq-7000

The FSBL, bitstream and second stage bootloader are packed into a sin-
gle boot image, i.e. BOOT.bin as separate partitions. Each partition within
the boot image is separately encrypted and authenticated. Figure 5.2 depicts
the structure of such a partition. It contains the payload as the main part
which is encrypted and authenticated using AES-HMAC and subsequently
signed using RSA. For HMAC-based authentication and integrity checks,
the HMAC key as well as the HMAC digest are appended to the payload be-
fore encryption. Xilinx uses the MAC-then-encrypt order of encryption and
authentication, i.e. the message digest of each partition is first computed fol-
lowed by its encryption. The key for the AES encryption can either be stored
in the battery-backed random access memory (BBRAM) or in eFuses of the
chip. The selection of the AES key source can be enforced by setting the cor-
responding eFuse. If the optional RSA algorithm is used for authentication,
an RSA signature verification is computed in software and the signature as
well as the certificate are appended to the partition. The hash of the RSA
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RSA signature (opt.)

RSA authentication certificate (opt.)

AES encrypted

Payload

HMAC Key

HMAC Digest

Figure 5.2: Content of an authenticated and encrypted boot partition

public key, which is used to validate the certificate, is stored in an on-chip
eFuse array.

After power-up, the CPU executes the hardwired instructions from the
internal BootROM which is a small and non-accessible read-only memory
of 128 KB. It also initializes the clocks and configures the processor core
along with the necessary peripherals to fetch the FSBL from NVM based
on the boot mode stating the source where the FSBL can be fetched (i.e.
SD card, NAND flash or NOR flash). The boot mode is determined by the
voltage levels on the chip’s external pins5. The BootROM code then copies
the FSBL from the NVM to the 192 KB6 on-chip memory (which is typically
large enough). The FSBL code is decrypted and authenticated using the
AES/HMAC core on the fly while copying it to the internal memory. Upon
successful verification of the HMAC, control is handed off to the FSBL and
it is executed from the same internal memory. The FSBL is a Xilinx-specific
bootloader which initializes clocks, GPIOs, DDR controller and the FPGA
fabric. Following the initializations, the FSBL loads subsequent partitions.
Xilinx provides a template of the FSBL code, which can be customized. The
FSBL controls the decryption and authentication of the bitstream and second
stage bootloader. If a bitstream is part of the boot image, this is loaded
next. (The bitstream may alternatively be loaded at a later stage of boot
through the U-boot or the OS. This, however, is uncommon since it requires
additional code to be inserted into the U-boot or later OS instead of using the
Xilinx template. Also, hardware acceleration would not be available for the
verification of the OS image.) The bitstream is decrypted and authenticated
using AES/HMAC while it is loaded into the FPGA configuration memory.
If the verification fails, the FPGA containing an unauthentic configuration
is not activated. As a next step, the second stage bootloader, e.g. U-boot is
decrypted and authenticated. As the on-chip memory is not large enough for

5Those pins are accessible to possible attackers but no unauthorized images can be
started.

6The rest of the on-chip memory is reserved for the BootROM code until control is
handed off to the FSBL
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typical loaders, the decrypted U-boot is stored on the external DDR memory.
If the verification is successful, control is then handed off to U-boot. After
initialization of the platform (processor, clocks, memory) and reservation of
memory, U-boot enters the main loop where it decrypts and authenticates
the kernel image. U-boot then reads the kernel image header and jumps to
the address of the kernel header, handing off control to the OS.

As can be devised, a secure chain-of-trust is established starting from the
BootROM code. If any of the partitions cannot be successfully verified, the
system goes into a secure lockdown mode. In case of a lockdown, the AES
key in the BBRAM is cleared and the configuration memory of the FPGA is
cleared (the keys and settings in the eFuses remain untouched).

5.2 Attacking the Secure Boot on FPGA

SoCs

In this section, we outline the general idea of an attack on the secure boot
process in the context of FPGA SoCs. The main underlying observation
for all secure boot processes is that the verification of the authenticity and
integrity of a software image is either not done in-place, or, more importantly,
the process which performs the verification and later hands off control to
the subsequent stage is inherently not atomic in the sense that it could be
interrupted by manipulations. This is an issue that we generally want to
highlight and which is of particular relevance for embedded systems built
upon FPGA SoCs. In most cases of conventional SoCs, there is no reason to
believe that a manipulation of the memory is happening while the CPU is
executing the secure boot code, since no-one besides the CPU is accessing the
memory. However, in the case of FPGA SoCs, hardware cores on the FPGA
have access to the shared memory bus. Hence, such cores, once loaded,
present as immediate additional actors on those buses and may manipulate
memory content while the CPU is not ’aware’ of this. Specifically, such
hardware cores, once loaded, are able to manipulate the boot process such
that a malicious software image is executed instead of an authentic one.
This can be achieved by the hardware secretly overwriting parts of a running
bootloader.

It is important to note that the malicious functionality in the hardware,
for the reasons explained in Chapter 1 and Chapter 3, is part of an FPGA
configuration file and contains authentic signatures. It is also important to
note that it often makes sense to load the FPGA before starting the software
system so that the hardware acceleration is available to verify large software
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images to reduce software startup times in secure boot scenarios.

5.3 Related Work

Previous contributions have already highlighted some of the issues arising
from unwanted additional functionality in hardware blocks that leak or cor-
rupt sensitive information. Kutzner et al. [KPS13] describe how an AES
core could be maliciously modified such that the key of the last round is
output instead of the cipher text. Other contributions have demonstrated
how cryptographic keys could be leaked via intentional side-channels such as
the power consumption [LKG+09] or over the wireless channel [JM10]. King
et al. [KTC+08] and Yang et al. [YHD+16] show how a privilege escalation
of applications can be achieved at run-time using malicious hardware blocks.
Li et al. [LDP15] show how malicious functionality in a hardware core can
be used to circumvent the password check of a Linux OS running on a Xilinx
Zynq-7000. In Chapter 4, we show how public authentication keys can be
overwritten by a malicious hardware core in FPGA SoCs so that the devices
accepts malicious system updates.

In this chapter, we show that even the secure boot process, one of the
most important and basic security features of embedded systems, can be com-
promised by malicious hardware blocks in the FPGA on FPGA SoCs. We
describe a proof of concept on the Xilinx Zynq-7000 device and explain why
even later models which include IOMMUs (and are fit to counteract attacks
such as described by Li et al. [LDP15] and in Chapter 4) will likely be sus-
ceptible to such attacks. Our proof of concept system includes a conventional
software stack along with an additional hardware block for the FPGA.

5.4 Breaking the Secure Boot on Xilinx

Zynq-7000

In this section, we describe our proof of concept where we practically break
the secure boot process of the Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA SoC using a hardware
trojan.

5.4.1 Hardware Module

As a likely scenario for the proof of concept, we chose an interface for the
hardware module similar to a high throughput accelerator which we connect
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to the AXI bus of the Xilinx Zynq-7000. We use an interface which is typ-
ical for high-speed hardware accelerators that consists of a low-speed slave
interface for configuration and control (i.e. source address, destination ad-
dress, length, and enable signal) as well as a high-speed master interface for
data transfer [Bar15, Bar16, Ens13]. The master interface is DMA-like and,
hence, reduces the load on the processing system by not requiring the CPU
for data input/output. The CPU only passes the configuration information
after which the module starts to perform its core function whilst accessing
data directly from the memory.

The module also contains unwanted functionality. Using the high-speed
data interface, the module progressively scans the external DDR memory
and maliciously alters its contents. It specifically scans the U-boot binary in
the DDR memory for the kernel boot parameters. After finding the target
memory location, the boot parameters are modified to load an unauthorized
kernel image from a remote server over the network instead of booting from
the verified source. For this unwanted functionality, our example hardware
module requires an additional 117 LUTs and 46 Slices. This hardware over-
head will likely pass unnoticed since, e.g. a high-speed AES-GCM core for
the same family of FPGAs and including a similar interface requires 22.7 k
LUTs and 6.9 k Slices [Bar15], which is larger by orders of magnitude.

5.4.2 Sequence of Events During the Attack.

Figure 5.3 depicts the Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA SoC and highlights the data
flow of the encrypted and decrypted images during the secure boot process
as it is described in Section 5.1. The numbers in the figure indicate the se-
quence of events during the attacked boot process. In Step 1 (dotted grey
path), the encrypted and authenticated partitions are read from NVM (our
system boots from an SD-card) or DDR memory and piped through the
AES/HMAC cores for verification7. Boot Steps 2-4 (dashed green paths) de-
pict the successive loading of the FSBL, bitstream and U-boot respectively,
as described in Section 5.1. Following the successful verification and loading
of the bitstream to the FPGA, U-boot is verified and loaded to the external
DDR memory and control is handed-over. As soon as the hardware is acti-
vated after the successful verification of the HMAC, the malicious core starts
to scan the external DDR memory for a particular U-boot setting which is to
be modified. This is the actual attack and depicted as Step 5 in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.4a shows an excerpt of the trusted U-boot image which contains

7Encrypted partitions may first be copied from NVM to DDR in order to accelerate
data transfer.
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Figure 5.3: Secure boot attack on Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA SoC

strings representing the boot parameters in the .rodata section of the image.
In Step 5 explained above, the hardware module searches for the SD card boot
parameters, i.e. fi.sdboot= (see Figure 5.4a). Upon locating the string, the
following original boot parameters from the authentic image which are used
to load and verify the kernel image on the SD card are overwritten:
load mmc 0 <dest addr> <filename>

zynqaes <src addr> <src len> <dest addr> <dest len>

The load command is used to transfer the encrypted and authenticated
kernel image from the SD card to the DDR memory. The zynqaes command
then routes this image from the DDR memory to the AES-HMAC core for
decryption and authentication. The malicious functionality overwrites these
commands with the following bootp command:
bootp <dest addr> <sever IP addr>:<filename>

The bootp command downloads a file from the specified server IP address
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fi.sdboot=if mmcinfo; then echo Boot 
from SD env variables to RAM... && lo
ad mmc 0 ${devicetree_load_address} $
{devicetree_image} && zynqaes ${devic
etree_load_address} ${devicetree_size
}$ ${devicetree_dest_address} $device
tree_len$ &&load mmc 0 ${ramdisk_load
_address} ${ramdisk_image} && zynqaes 
 ${ramdisk_load_address} $ramdisk_siz
e$ ${ramdisk_dest_address} $ramdisk_l
en$ &&load mmc 0 ${kernel_load_addres
s} ${kernel_image} && zynqaes ${kerne
l_load_address} $kernel_size$ ${kerne
l_dest_address} $kernel_len$ &&bootm 
${kernel_load_address} ${ramdisk_load
_address} ${devicetree_load_address};

(a) Authentic image

fi.sdboot=if mmcinfo; then echo Boot 
from SD env variables to RAM... && bo
otp 0x2000000 10.148.95.25:dt.dtb && 
bootp 0x4000000 10.148.95.25:ur.gz&& 
bootp 0x2080000 10.148.95.25:uI &&boo
tm 0x4000000 0x2080000 0x2000000;vice
tree_len$ &&load mmc 0 ${ramdisk_load
_address} ${ramdisk_image} && zynqaes
 ${ramdisk_load_address} $ramdisk_siz
e$ ${ramdisk_dest_address} $ramdisk_l
en$ &&load mmc 0 ${kernel_load_addres
s} ${kernel_image} && zynqaes ${kerne
l_load_address} $kernel_size$ ${kerne
l_dest_address} $kernel_len$ &&bootm 
${kernel_load_address} ${ramdisk_load
_address} ${devicetree_load_address};

(b) Corrupted image

Figure 5.4: Excerpt of the .rodata section of the U-boot image

to the DDR memory8. Once the image is downloaded to the DDR memory
from the remote server, the kernel is booted. For this, the malicious core also
writes a regular U-boot boot command to the U-boot, which specifies the
locations where the bootp command had placed the kernel image, uramdisk
and devicetree in the DDR memory, as follows:
bootm <kernel addr> <ramdisk addr> <devicetree addr>

Figure 5.4b shows the same excerpt as Figure 5.4a, with the described
malicious modifications highlighted in grey. (In our set-up, the kernel image
(uI), devicetree (dt.dtb) and uramdisk (ur.gz) are three separate images
and, hence, successively loaded.) Note that the U-boot code after the over-
written section of code is corrupted. This is highlighted in red in Figure 5.4b
but does not make a difference as control is handed off to the OS after the
bootm command.

Through the last command, control is handed-off and the malicious kernel
image is booted without the system or secure boot process having any chance
to detect the manipulation.

5.5 Results

Here we provide implementation results of our proof-of-concept. The investi-
gation was carried on a Zedboard Rev. D development board with 512MB of

8Alternative U-boot commands that could be used to load a file from a remote server
are tftpboot and dhcp
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external DDR memory. The FSBL v2015.4, u-boot-xlnx v2016.1 and linux-
xlnx v2016.1 from Xilinx are used [Xilb]. Each partition of the boot image
is decrypted and authenticated using the on-chip AES/HMAC.

Regarding timing, the module is clocked at 100 MHz. Each read operation
to the external memory takes 70 ns. Insertion of the malicious code takes
3.6 µs. Straight after activation, the core begins to scan the memory starting
from the address 0x4000000, which is the default address where the U-boot
is stored. This address is static and publicly accessible from the default
implementation of the FSBL provided by Xilinx or the U-boot code which
is open-source. The overall attack (scanning and overwriting) takes 5.5 ms.
Note that the scanning would even be faster if the hardware core would use a
full memory mapped AXI interface or an AXI-stream interface which support
burst data transfers.

To summarize, we were able to carry out the proof of concept attack suc-
cessfully and have shown that secure boot, which is a critical protection mech-
anism for embedded systems, can be compromised using malicious hardware
in the FPGA fabric of FPGA SoCs.

Note that for this proof of concept, the RSA authentication of images was
not enabled and only the AES-HMAC was used for decryption and authen-
tication. However, the same attack can be carried out when RSA is enabled
without any modifications to the malicious functionality.

5.6 Discussions and Generalizations

There are several interesting aspects of the described successful attack which
require a more detailed discussion. This helps understanding and highlights
generalizations to other devices.

IOMMUs. In general, IOMMUs or SMMUs, are designed to protect the
system against threats such as the one demonstrated in this contribution
where bus peripherals access shared memory resources without proper au-
thorization. IOMMUs are hardware cores which, when properly configured,
control bus access rights of such peripherals. They are even available in
newer (and partly more expensive) FPGA SoCs such as the Xilinx Ultra-
Scale+ [Xil17] and Intel Stratix 10 [Alt15]. However, IOMMUs are typically
initialized by the OS, which is the last stage in the boot process. Hence, we
conclude that the availability of IOMMUs on FPGA SoCs will not generally
prevent the described attack because this would require an earlier config-
uration. We advise the use of the countermeasure presented in Chapter 6
instead.
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ARM TrustZone. ARM TrustZone prevents unauthorized accesses from
the normal world to secure world resources (e.g. memory regions) through the
use of the TrustZone bit, which is implemented in all system parts (MMU,
bus participants, CPU). However, it is likely that cryptographic cores are
placed within TrustZone, which allows them unlimited access which may
lead to an attack as described. Even if an IP core is not within TrustZone,
it is still able to compromise boot, since U-boot is typically not running in
TrustZone. So while TrustZone is an important security feature, it is not an
effective countermeasure against this attack.

Static Access Restrictions on Xilinx Devices. The Xilinx Zynq-7000
allows to statically restrict the access of peripherals to the memory at design
time. This means that under no operational circumstances, the hardware
may access certain excluded memory regions. A similar feature is also offered
by Microsemi for the SmartFusion2 FPGA SoCs [Mic15]. However, this
would pose a drastic limitation for designs since for most cases, the final use
of a hardware module such as a cryptographic accelerator will be determined
by software and it will be beneficial if all memory regions can be accessed.
For example, a cryptographic core that is used for run-time integrity checking
of software requires access to all memory regions.

On the Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ series, a proprietary module known as
XMPU module can be used to restrict the access of masters on the bus. This
access configuration can optionally be locked at boot time (recommended
method by Xilinx [Xil17]). This, however, means that the settings can only
be changed after a power-on-reset using a modified and signed image. Alter-
natively, if this setting is not locked at boot time, the configuration can be
changed at run-time.

Generalization. We used the Xilinx Zynq-7000 for a proof of concept. It
is currently being deployed and will likely stay in the field for many years.
And even though the Zynq Ultrascale+ includes IOMMUs and XMPU, the
Zynq-7000 will remain attractive for new designs due to lower costs. Also,
as described above, the availability of IOMMUs does not by default prevent
the described threats. They also need to be configured properly before the
FPGA is loaded.

The order of the boot of FPGA and software system influences the vul-
nerability of the boot process. In case of FPGA SoCs from Intel, three cases
of boot [Alt16] are available: (i) the CPU boots and configures the FPGA
during its boot sequence (similar to Zynq-7000), (ii) the FPGA is configured
first and the CPU boot sequence is controlled by the FPGA, and (iii) the
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FPGA and CPU boot independently. The first case is the same (as in Xilinx)
with the same issue, the second is even worse as the FPGA is configured first.
In the last, the FPGA and CPU are booted independently so the success will
depend on whether the FPGA boots before the OS or during the CPU. In
all cases, devices like, e.g. Stratix V and Arria 10 have no IOMMU and are
vulnerable at run-time at least.

Microsemi on the contrary offers non-volatile FPGA SoCs, which means
that the FPGA is ready to be used directly after power-up and there is
no configuration of the FPGA from external memory as is the case with
standard SRAM-based FPGA SoCs from Xilinx and Intel. Hence, the threat
is imminent from the very start of the system.

In general, whenever the FPGA is configured early during the boot se-
quence, and this is often the case, a secure boot process can be compromised
by a malicious core in the FPGA. In these scenarios the use of the counter-
measure described in the Chapter 6 is advised.

Virtual vs. Physical Memory Addressing. There is no virtual ad-
dressing before the OS is loaded. Hence, attacks such as the one presented
do not have to take address mappings into account and can rely on direct
physical addressing instead.

Finding the Location of the Code to be Overwritten. One of the
key factors for attack vectors as the one described in this contribution is to
estimate the location of the code which is to be overwritten. The less precise
this is, the more code needs to be searched which takes more time. Inter-
estingly, the location of the respective U-boot image depends only on a few
factors and can be determined using publicly accessible information. Within
the U-boot image, the presented attack overwrites U-boot environment vari-
ables which are located in the .rodata section of the image in the form of
strings. By being part of the U-boot image, the variables are authenticated.
(Technically, there are cases where such variables are instead retrieved from
other, unauthentic external memories, and are loaded onto the heap in RAM
at run-time. However, this option is completely unreasonable in the context
of secure embedded systems since attackers with physical access may easily
modify them [Jeo14]. Hence, we assume that U-boot is compiled such that
it does not read environment variables from external memory.)

U-boot is generally unaware where the previous bootloader, in our case
the FSBL, was loaded. Hence, after the basic initialization, U-boot checks
the current value of the program counter to determine the location. By
default, the FSBL loads the U-boot binary to start at address 0x4000000.
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In general there are regions in DDR memory, which need to be preserved for
instance to store the kernel image, devicetree and uramdisk. Hence, if U-boot
detects that the previous loader has put it into those regions, it relocates itself
to a predefined region before continuing execution. The relocation offset is
usually at the end of the RAM so that one big continuous part of the memory
remains for the OS. By analysing the U-boot code (which is open-source),
the offset address can be retrieved9.

Timing and Durations. The available time to perform a search for the
specific string to be overwritten depends on whether it is done before or
after the relocation, as described above. In our practical investigation, we
found that the initialization before the relocation takes approximately 37 ms.
Afterwards, the remaining part of the initialization is done, which takes ap-
proximately 400 ms on our example setup. Finally the kernel is loaded as a
last step. From this we see that an attack could target the initial location of
the U-boot during the 37 ms until it is relocated, or the final location during
the 400 ms of further initialization.

Our presented hardware module is able to scan up to 2.1 MB of memory,
and successfully modify the specific boot parameters during the shorter time
of 37 ms before relocation. For comparison, the size of a standard U-boot
is about 3 MB which already hints at the high likeliness of success. Our
practical investigations have indeed shown, that for both cases, the attack
could be performed successfully.

Caches. The CPU caches are enabled by U-boot and could possibly influ-
ence the outcome of such attacks if the respective code to be overwritten is
cached while it is overwritten in the RAM. This would lead to the case that
the original data is possibly written back from cache in case of a later cache
eviction. However, we did not encounter such situations and suspect that the
targeted part of the U-boot image, the boot environment variables, are not
accessed, thus, not cached until they are used shortly before handing over
control to the OS kernel.

5.7 Summary

The feasibility and practical impact of attacks on the secure boot process of
FPGA SoCs through hardware on the FPGA was successfully demonstrated.
In a time where services such as the Amazon AWS EC2 F1 instances and

9The U-boot command bdinfo outputs the relocation offset on a running system.
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embedded systems based on FPGA SoCs entice the broader use of hardware
from IP vendors, the trust level of such outsourced hardware is difficult to
determine. In our opinion, hardware cores including unwanted functionality
such as the one described here, could become more common in hardware IP
marketplaces.

We think that this will have a high impact on designers of secure em-
bedded systems. They will learn that there is 1. need to change the boot
order (CPU first if possible), 2. need to correctly configure IOMMU before
configuring the FPGA (typically configured after boot by OS Kernel), or
3. use the security wrapper proposed in Chapter 6 to prevent attacks from
hardware peripherals in (FPGA-)SoCs.
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Chapter 6

Security Enhanced
AXI-Wrapper

The growing trend of outsourcing the development of hardware cores in com-
parison to in-house development is creating new challenges to the system
security. As designers lose control over their design process, it is getting
harder to ensure that outsourced hardware cores do not contain any addi-
tional functionality than those specified. Through the course of this thesis we
have shown the effects of malicious hardware on the system security. Chap-
ter 4 and Chapter 5 highlight the effects of malicious hardware on critical
security mechanisms.

One general way to protect systems integrating third party hardware
cores is to conduct a thorough code review of the hardware cores and check
the coverage of the testbenches supplied with hardware cores before integrat-
ing them into a system. Only thoroughly tested cores should be integrated
into the system and thus prevent the whole system from being compromised
by untrusted hardware cores. However, lack of time can lead to small and
stealthy malicious functionality being overlooked. In many cases, it will not
be realistic for general design teams to acquire the necessary hardware ex-
pertise to prevent this. Hence, we developed an efficient countermeasure,
which provides full re-usability, and is easy-to-review because of the small
code size, that protects against all unauthorized memory accesses through
hardware cores while raising an alarm at every attempt. It is a simple hard-
ware wrapper for the AXI bus interface which is easy to integrate with all
outsourced hardware cores with memory access and is configured through
software. It can be seen as a stripped-down IOMMU which instead works
straight from configuration without requiring the software to explicitly en-
able or configure it and has a smaller set of functionality, thus, trusted code
base.
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We begin this chapter with an introduction to the AXI4 bus protocol in
Section 6.1. This is followed by our proposed design of the security enhanced
AXI-wrapper in Section 6.2. We then compare our work to existing solutions
in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 provides a description of the practical implemen-
tation and results of our solution. Finally, the chapter is summarized in
Section 6.6.

This chapter was part of the following publication: How to break secure
boot on FPGA SoCs through malicious hardware. In Cryptographic Hardware
and Embedded Systems - CHES 2017 [JHZ+17].

6.1 Introduction to AXI4 Bus Protocol

This section introduces the key concepts of the AXI protocol. AXI4 is part of
the ARM AMBA protocol which is a commonly used bus system for micro-
controllers, FPGAs and SoCs. The AXI4 protocol is the state-of-art version
of the ARM AMBA protocol and was released in 2010 [ARM11]. AXI4 pro-
tocol offers 3 types of interfaces:

� AXI4-Lite: Simple interface with no burst transfers.

� AXI4: Standard interface which allows burst transfers of data up to
256 data bytes. Typically used for high performance memory mapped
cores.

� AXI4-Stream: Data only interface with unlimited burst sizes, typically
used for high speed streaming.

The three types of interfaces provide the flexibility to choose an interface
to best suit the application. At the highest level, these three interfaces are
similar and essentially consist of five independent channels.

Read Address Channel

The read address channel controls the addresses for any read access and is
used to initiate a read transaction. The transaction is initiated by the master
which is typically the CPU but in the case of FPGA SoCs, the transaction
could also be triggered by a master core in the FPGA fabric. Figure 6.1
shows the channels for the AXI address and data read transaction. A read
access begins with the address ready from the master, following which the
slave sends an address valid acknowledgement. Upon acknowledgment, the
read address is sent to slave. This handshake is the same for all the interface
types.
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Figure 6.1: AXI read address and data channels

Read Data Channel

The read data channel is used for the actual read data transfer from slave
to the master. AXI supports 32-bit and 64-bit data transfers. In case of
burst transfers, i.e., full AXI and stream, several bursts of data are read
consecutively as shown in Figure 6.1. While in the case of the lite interface,
only a single burst of data is read.

Write Address Channel

The write address channel similar to the read address channel initiates a write
transaction. It operates similarly for all the interface types. Figure 6.2 show
the AXI write address and data channels for a read transaction. Transactions
begin with a write request from the master which is then followed by an
acknowledgment from the slave. Subsequently the write address is sent to
the slave as shown in the upper channel of Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: AXI write address, data and response channels
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Write Data Channel

After the write address channel initializes the write transaction, the master
can begin to write the corresponding data to the slave. Here, again in case of
burst transfers, several bursts of data are sent successively in bursts of 32 or
64 bits as can be seen in Figure 6.2. For lite transactions only a single burst
of data is transferred.

Write Response Channel

Write transactions have an additional channel for the response. The response
channel is used to the indicate the end of a write transaction. Subsequently,
the slave sends a write valid signal to the master indicating the success of
the write operation to the master.

6.2 Concept for Security Enhanced AXI-

wrapper

We propose a general countermeasure to protect systems against unautho-
rized memory access from hardware cores within the FPGA fabric of FPGA
SoCs. For this purpose, we developed a flexible and lightweight security-
enhanced hardware wrapper for cores with an AXI interface 10. The goal is
to isolate hardware cores with access to memory, such that even if malicious
functionality is present, it is not able to propagate and corrupt other parts
of the system.

Cores can be easily integrated into the wrapper and subsequently con-
nected to the AXI bus. The wrapper stores access commands and prevents
the core from accessing other memory regions than designated by software
driving it through the command interface. In principle it can be regarded as
a stripped-down IOMMU. However, functionality is restricted to a minimum
to support easy review, and a small trusted code base for easy re-use. Also,
the wrapper is working with restricted default settings from the very start of
the FPGA and does not rely on the OS configuring it (contrary to IOMMUs).

Typically, a software process using a hardware core writes configuration
information (source address, destination address, length, enable) to the core
via the core’s slave interface. Based on this information the core performs its
function using the master interface for memory access. Figure 6.3 depicts a
stripped-down system architecture of an FPGA SoC including a core which

10The source code for the wrapping module can be retrieved from
https://github.com/jacobnis/axi-firewall

https://github.com/jacobnis/axi-firewall
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is wrapped with our proposed design. Our wrapper uses the received config-
uration information to monitor the AXI-transactions of the master interface
and only allows access to the memory range specified by the software process
while leveraging the time during the AXI handshake to enforce the access
commands.
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Figure 6.4 presents the top-level system overview of an FPGA SoC to-
gether with the various third party hardware cores in the FPGA fabric and
their corresponding isolation mechanism. The system can be divided into
secure (depicted in blue) and normal world (depicted in red) using ARM
Trustzone. All resources of the FPGA SoC i.e., the DDR memory, the built-
in accelerators as well as the hardware core in the FPGA fabric can be divided
into secure or normal as shown in Figure 6.4. At power-up all the resources
of FPGA SoC can either by set as secure world entities or normal world en-
tities by the bootloader. In addition to this, the cores with direct access to
memory can be isolated using the presented security enhanced AXI-wrapper
(depicted in green). For example a simple untrusted third party slave hard-
ware core can be placed outside the trustzone as indicated by the red core,
such that it only has access to the normal world and is under the control of
the processing system. While the cores with direct access to memory are iso-
lated using our security-enhanced AXI wrapper to ensure that the cores only
have access to the resources as configured by the corresponding software.

6.3 Related Work

In a previous contribution, Brunel et al. [BPOD14] have developed a secure
AXI bridge which is similar to a full IOMMU core for SoCs. The downside
in our view is that it requires significantly more hardware resources and
contains a significantly larger amount of source code to review. Coburn et
al., [CRRC05] and Cotret et al. [CDG+12] present a post-boot run-time
protection core similar to TrustZone. This is achieved by storing system
wide or processor specific (for MPSoCs) security policies in large LUTs or
BRAMs resulting in a significant overhead in area and latency. In contrast,
the proposed wrapper protects devices against malicious hardware IP cores.
Further, the wrapper reuses the configuration information passed to it from
the firmware and leverages the time between the AXI handshaking for the
enforcement. Hence minimizing the overhead in terms of area, performance,
latency and maintenance of the security policies.

Xilinx provides a module known as the XMPU which can be used to dy-
namically restrict memory access from early boot stages onwards [Xil17] but
is only available for the Zynq Ultrascale+ devices. Unfortunately, the sources
of the module are not publicly available. In contrast, our AXI-wrapper can
be used for any hardware cores with memory access and is not restricted to
any manufacturer or device. Also, as the source code of the wrapper is small
in size and public, it can be easily reviewed and re-used.
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6.4 Practical Implementation

In this section, the implementation details of the security enhanced AXI-
wrapper is provided. For this we recall the AXI bus protocol as described
in Section 6.1. In a typical AXI transaction, the address channel is first set
followed by the data channel. A transaction begins with the master sending
the address of the memory location to be read/written along with an address
valid signal. It then waits until the slave responds with an address ready
signal. Next, the slave sends a data valid signal and the master responds with
a data ready signal following which valid data can then be read from/written
to the memory.

The security enhanced wrapper uses the time between the handshaking
to check and enforce the access privileges of the core. The wrapper checks
the address issued by the master while it waits for the slave’s address ready
response signal. If the wrapped underlying core attempts to access memory
outside of the allowed range, an alarm signal is set. Thereby aborting a
transaction before any valid data could be read from/written to the memory
while not affecting the performance of legitimate transactions. In addition
to the address bounds check, the wrapper also checks the length of data
read/written as per the current configuration. If the core attempts to read
or write more data, the remaining transactions are dropped and an alarm is
raised.

Another critical task of the wrapper is to ensure that the core is only
functional when a software process has explicitly set the enable signal. This
is done is order to prevent the core from performing illegal memory accesses
while actually in idle state. If the core tries to initiate any unauthorized
transactions, an alarm is raised. Thus the core cannot enable itself or modify
its configuration settings.

Table 6.1: Wrapper error codes

Error Code Description
00 No error
01 Exceeded permitted number of transactions
10 Out-of-range write
11 Out-of-range read

The alarm signal can be connected to the interrupt controller or a separate
tamper detection unit. Currently, all subsequent transactions are blocked
after an alarm is raised. However, based on the criticality of the system,
other actions can be taken such as, putting the system into a secure lockdown
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mode. The wrapper also includes a 2-bit error output code to indicate the
cause of the alarm which is listed in Table 6.1.

6.5 Results

Our proposed wrapper has a hardware overhead of 133 LUTs and 55 Slices.
There is no cycle count penalty during operation. As an example, a high
throughput AES core with an interface to directly access memory requires
22 k LUTs, 6.9 k Slices and 72 BRAMs [Bar15]. If we think of integrating our
proposed security enhancements to this core, it would add an area overhead
of 0.6% LUTs and 0.7% Slices which is a low overhead compared to the given
security gain in our opinion.

6.6 Summary

At a time when more and more stores for hardware cores are popping up, the
trust in outsourced hardware cores is a growing concern. One way to protect
the system is a thorough source code review of third party IP. This, however,
is time consuming and requires a lot of resources. Hence, we presented a
simple AXI-wrapper to prevent hardware cores with access to memory from
maliciously accessing and modifying unauthorized sections. Alternatively,
an early configuration of IOMMUs would be necessary or when available the
usage of features like the Xilinx XMPU.



Chapter 7

Secure Configuration of
Hardware on FPGA SoCs

System-on-Chips which include FPGAs are important platforms for criti-
cal applications since they provide significant software performance through
multi-core CPUs as well as high versatility through the integrated FPGA
fabric. The integrated FPGA fabric allows to update the programmable
hardware functionality, e.g. to include new communication interfaces or to
update cryptographic accelerators during the life-time of devices. This makes
FPGA SoC an attractive platform for high performance edges devices. Edge
computing refers to the transition from conventional centralized cloud-based
computing nodes to computing nodes directly attached to the sensors and
actuators in the field. Updating software as well as hardware configura-
tion is required for critical applications such as e.g. industrial control de-
vices or vehicles with long life-times. Such updates must be authenticated
and possibly encrypted. One way to achieve this is to rely on the FPGA
manufacturer-provided cryptographic modules and respective master keys.
However, past research has shown several of these manufacturer-provided
cryptographic modules vulnerable to side-channel attacks. Thus leaving al-
ready deployed devices vulnerable to side-channel attacks with no mecha-
nism to update them. In this contribution, we show how to retrofit Xilinx
Zynq FPGA SoCs with an alternative side-channel resistant cryptographic
accelerator and a PUF (as no manufacturer-provided secure key storage is
available from within the FPGA fabric) to update the user hardware mod-
ules in the FPGA fabric using dynamic partial reconfiguration. These key
aspects reduce the required trust in manufacturer-provided security features,
only the public key for the verification of the initial bootloader and the static
bitstream is required.

This chapter begins with a description of the vulnerabilities to design
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security in FPGAs and FPGA SoCs in Section 7.1 and related work in Sec-
tion 7.2. Following which partial reconfiguration will be described in Sec-
tion 7.3. The secure configuration process will be described in Section 7.4
with the practical implementation in Section 7.5 and corresponding results
in Section 7.6. In Section 7.7, a security analysis of the whole system is pro-
vided and the generalization of the proposed scheme to other platforms is
discussed in Section 7.8. Finally a summary is provided in Section 7.9.

Parts of this chapter were part of the following publications: Securing
FPGA SoC configurations independent of their manufacturers. In 30th IEEE
International System-on-Chip Conference, SOCC 2017 [JWH+17] and SCA
Secure and Updatable Crypto Engines for FPGA SoC Bitstream Decryption.
In 3rd Workshop on Attacks and Solutions in Hardware Security, ASHES
2019 [UJH+19].

7.1 Vulnerabilities to Design Security

Powerful SoCs which include configurable hardware in the form of FPGAs
on the same chip are increasingly popular platforms for embedded systems
because they offer high performance and high flexibility in software as well as
hardware. This makes them suitable for high performance edge computations
where vast troves of data need to be processed with low latency, e.g. object
recognition for autonomous cars and speech recognition. Typically these
applications send their data to a cloud-based backend for processing which
increases the latency. With FPGA SoCs such applications could move away
from cloud-based processing to data processing directly at the edge node.
Embedded systems, which are deployed in the field for a long life-time, require
updates from a functional as well as from a security perspective. Also, given
the nature of the applications, physical access to the device must be expected.
This in addition to the fact that SRAM-based FPGAs need to configured
from an external NVM, over a possibly insecure channel, at every power-up
raises the need to protect the bitstream against manipulations inclusions as
discussed in Chapter 3. Earlier the FPGA industry relied on security through
obscurity, in that they use different bitstream formats for each FPGA family.
We have seen that having proprietary configuration files does not protect the
contained IP against reverse engineering and should not be the only security
mechanism [Skr13, TZ13, NR08].

To overcome this, vendors now include bitstream encryption and authen-
tication using state-of-art cryptographic modules. For FPGA devices in par-
ticular and also for more general SoCs, a typical method to achieve this
is to use chip-manufacturer-provided master-keys or individualized keys in
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manufacturer-provided key storage as well as built-in cryptographic engines.
There have been security issues, however, with manufacturer-provided fea-
tures. For example, encryption engines included in FPGAs for the decryption
and authentication of configurations have been shown to be vulnerable to
side-channel analysis, where attackers use measurements of power consump-
tion during cryptographic operations to extract and misuse keys. Successful
attacks have been reported for manufacturers of FPGA SoC platforms. First
reports hit devices such as the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro [MBKP11] where full
triple DES keys for bitstream encryption have been extracted. Current de-
vices such as the Xilinx 7 series have also been targeted successfully [MS16].
The same issues have been reported for Intel, the second important manu-
facturer of FPGA-SoCs, where Stratix II and Stratix III devices have been
broken in a similar way [MOPS13, SMOP15]. Finally, also Microsemi’s ProA-
SIC3 devices have been broken [SW12b, SW12a]. These weaknesses can be
countered by not solely relying on manufacturer-provided security features
for core operations such as the authentication and decryption of configura-
tions.

We present a practical realization of a system design that allows to retrofit
FPGA SoCs with alternative side-channel resistant cryptographic acceler-
ators for the authentication and decryption of hardware configurations to
support secure boot processes. Since manufacturer-provided secure key stor-
age is typically not accessible from such custom designed hardware, and any
form of master key is ill-advised, we also implemented a PUF which is used
as device-individual credential store. PUFs generate unique-per-device keys
by exploiting smallest manufacturing variations in ICs even though the cor-
responding design is stable. These keys are generated only on request as soon
as the design is configured into the FPGA and are, thus, not hard-coded in
the bitstream or binary. However, it is not straightforward to use alternative
cryptographic cores instead of built-in cores for bitstream decryption. Thus
we use dynamic partial reconfiguration, which is a feature supported by all
leading FPGA vendors, together with the above mentioned custom cores to
securely load user hardware modules to the FPGA fabric of FPGA SoCs. As
our contribution, we describe an implementation of this system design on the
popular Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA SoC but we also discuss the portability of
our design to other FPGA SoCs. The side-channel resistant decryption core
used in this work is based on the principle of leakage resiliency, while for the
key storage we use an identity-generator type of PUF.

In summary, this system design allows for more flexibility through the
integration of custom cryptographic accelerators and storing keys in PUF
modules to bind sensitive hardware cores to a specific device. Another ad-
vantage with this architecture is the possibility to update the custom cryp-
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tographic cores to meet new standards or fix bugs, which is not possible with
the built-in cryptographic modules. Further with this system design we are
not reliant on any manufacturer-provided closed-source symmetric crypto-
graphic core and its corresponding secret key storage, thus also increasing
the trust in the design. We, however, are still reliant on the manufacturer-
provided signature verification, to verify the authenticity of the bootloader
and static bitstream consisting of the side-channel resistant decryption core,
the PUF and the partial reconfiguration (PR) controller. This is necessary to
ensure that an attacker did not modify the static bitstream and bootloader,
e.g. to insert additional debug lines to read-out the key. For the signature
verification, only a hash of the public key is stored on the device which is not
sufficient for an attacker to manipulate the signature. The adversary would
need to have access to the private key in order to tamper with the signature,
which is not stored on the device.

7.2 Related Work

The general idea behind using alternative cryptographic cores instead of the
built-in ones for decryption and verification of hardware cores was outlined in
a white paper by Xilinx [Pet15]. They describe a scheme to load user hard-
ware cores using partial reconfiguration, an AES-GCM for the decryption
and authentication and a PUF for the key storage. However, no working
implementation of this scheme was provided and thereby also leaving out
a lot of technical challenges, like buffering of the bitstream until verifica-
tion. Their work also lacks an analysis of the overall system security. It
was through our initial work [JWH+17], that a basic implementation of the
scheme was provided where we used an AES-GCM core for decryption and
authentication together with a twisted bistable ring PUF for the key stor-
age and dynamic PR to securely load user hardware cores. Later Owen et
al. [JHC+18] also presented a similar concept, they use a PUF that is sen-
sitive to path delays, thus any modifications to the bitstream would result
in the PUF response being different and thereby a different key. This way
they achieve a self-authenticating design and are not reliant on any vendor-
provided authentication schemes. However, they also perform the encryption
on-chip using a separate bitstream, which means that using their scheme the
encryption would need to done in a secure environment and thus hindering
the possibility of field updates.

We instead use the PUF to bind an external secret key and perform only
the decryption on-chip which allows updates to be encrypted offline. Fur-
thermore we also extend our initial work [JWH+17] to include side-channel
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countermeasures to the decryption core and also include a buffer to store the
bitstreams following decryption until the authenticity can be verified.

7.3 Introduction to Partial Reconfiguration

Partial reconfiguration (PR) is a unique feature available in most modern
FPGA devices which allows updating parts of the FPGA while not affecting
other regions in the FPGA. This requires dividing an FPGA design into
two parts: static and reconfigurable logic as shown in Figure 7.1. The static
logic consists of IP cores whose functionality does not need to be updated
regularly. While the reconfigurable module can be updated with different
features by switching from one to another reconfigurable module, thereby
time sharing the FPGA resources. The advantage with time-sharing of the
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Reconfigurable
Logic R3
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Figure 7.1: Partial reconfiguration overview

resources is that more functionality can be included at no additional area
overhead. Further, PR provides the flexibility of updating systems with new
accelerators so as to meet new standards. With PR, the reconfiguration
time can be significantly reduced by only reconfiguring certain regions of the
FPGA, instead of the whole FPGA.

Similar to the standard FPGA development (see Section 2.3.6), a full
bitstream is generated which consists of all the static logic plus the blank
configuration for the reconfigurable modules. This is often referred to as the
static bitstream. In addition to the full bitstream, several smaller bitstreams,
commonly known as partial bitstreams, are developed for each reconfigurable
module, e.g. in Figure 7.1 this would be the configuration bitstreams for the
modules R1 to R3. The partial bitstreams can be used to update the func-
tionality of individual reconfigurable logic blocks while the full configuration
bitstream can be used to reconfigure the whole FPGA including the static
logic.
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There are two types of PR: passive/static and active/dynamic. In static
PR, mostly seen in older FPGAs, the FPGA is halted during the recon-
figuration process. Following, the reconfiguration of the partial modules,
the current working state is restored and the processing continues as usual.
While, in dynamic PR, the current standard for PR, only the partial mod-
ule being reconfigured is affected. The rest of the FPGA, static and other
reconfigurable modules, can continue functioning without interruption.

7.4 Concept for Secure Update of FPGA

SoCs

This section provides a detailed description of how custom cryptographic
cores on an FPGA SoC can be used to securely load user hardware cores
instead of the manufacturer-provided built-in decryption core and its corre-
sponding key storage. We provide a reference design for the Xilinx Zynq-7000
FPGA SoC.

Figure 7.2 shows the FPGA SoC which includes an FPGA fabric and
a multi-core CPU with the modules used for the security-enhanced design
depicted in orange and user hardware cores depicted in green. The main
modules for the security enhancement are the PUF, hardened AES core and
the PR controller, all of which are integrated in the FPGA fabric of the FPGA
SoC as part of the static bitstream. All user cores are loaded using dynamic
PR following their decryption and authentication using custom cryptographic
cores loaded in the static bitstream.
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Figure 7.2: System overview of secure configuration of FPGA SoCs
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Before deployment, the fuzzy commitment scheme is used to uniquely
bind a key to the device-specific bit sequence, i.e. to a certain FPGA and
outputs an expanded and masked bitstring, known as helper data. This
helper data, corrects errors in the noisy PUF bit sequence and reproduces
the key later on demand. Neither the user-generated secret key nor the PUF
bit string is hard-coded in the bitstream, the secret key is reproduced at run-
time using the helper data, which is publicly stored. In addition to enrolling
user-generated secret key and generating the corresponding helper data, prior
to deployment the hash of the RSA public key is burnt into the eFuses to
enforce the authentication of the static bitstream to be loaded to the FPGA
fabric.

Figure 7.3 depicts a regular boot sequence on FPGA SoCs with modifica-
tions in order to support the enhancements. The boot process begins after
power-up and is divided into the following:

1. BootROM - non-accessible internal hardwired code

2. First stage bootloader (FSBL)- User code used to initialize the system
and load subsequent partitions, i.e bitstream and second stage boat-
loader

3. FPGA configuration - This is where the FPGA is configured with the
previously listed static cryptographic modules

4. Second stage bootloader - User code, e.g. U-boot, typically used to
load the operating system

5. Partial bitstream - User IP that needs to be securely loaded into the
FPGA

6. User software - End-user application which can either be a bare-metal
application or running on top of an OS

Starting from the FSBL, all subsequent stages could be encrypted and au-
thenticated using solely manufacturer-provided features as described in Sec-
tion 5.1. However, the goal here is to bind the user IP to the device us-
ing the hardened AES core and PUF-based key storage instead of using
manufacturer-provided features.

In this work, the FSBL, static bitstream and second stage bootloader,
U-boot, are authenticated using the manufacturer-provided RSA while the
partial bitstreams consisting of the user IPs are protected using the hardened
AES core. Although no sensitive information is hard-coded in the configu-
ration, the integrity of the bootloader and initial FPGA configuration needs
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Figure 7.3: Boot flow of the hardened boot process

to be verified before they are loaded onto the device. This ensures that an
attacker has not manipulated the initial configuration in a way that could
leak the device-intrinsic key after its generation. For this we are reliant
on the manufacturer-provided authentication scheme such as RSA on the
Xilinx Zynq platform. This is the only stage where we rely on manufacturer-
provided security functions. The signature verification only uses the public
key of the RSA key pair, a hash of which was burnt to the device eFuses prior
to deployment. The private key is neither stored on the device or nor is it
processed during the signature verification. Hence there is no need to harden
this process and we consider it to be no risk to rely on the manufacturer-
provided scheme for this.

As shown in Figure 7.3 after power-up the boot process begins with the
BootROM code which first verifies the RSA signature of the FSBL, before
loading it to the on-chip memory and handing of the control to it. The
FSBL in turn authenticates and loads the static configuration to the FPGA
fabric. The static bitstream comprises of the side-channel hardened AES
core, PUF, PR controller and the blank configurations of the user IP to be
loaded. Following the configuration of the FPGA, the FSBL is modified
to send the previously generated helper data to the PUF and trigger the
PUF to reproduce the encryption key. Once the key has been successfully
reproduced, it is directly transferred to the hardened AES core, thus the key
never leaves the FPGA and is not accessible through any shared resources of
the FPGA SoC as shown in Figure 7.2. The PUF is then locked until the next
power-on-reset. The boot process continues with the FSBL authenticating
and loading the second stage bootloader, U-boot. As the on-chip memory
is only several kilobytes large, it is not large enough for the U-boot and as
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result U-boot is loaded to the external DDR memory.

Here, we use U-boot to parse the encrypted partial bitstream consisting
of the user hardware cores to the hardened AES for decryption and authenti-
cation following the initialization of the system. Once the partial bitstreams
have been successfully decrypted and verified, it is transferred to the PR
controller which dynamically reconfigures parts of the FPGA while the other
regions run uninterrupted. Finally the software stack is loaded to the CPU
which in our case is only authenticated as shown in Figure 7.3.

The boot sequence presented in this work is similar to the standard boot
process supported by Xilinx as presented in Section 5.1. Looking back at
Figure 7.3 instead of loading the full bitstream following its decryption using
the built-in decryption core, only the static bitstream consisting of hardened
AES core, the PUF and the PR controller is loaded during Stage 1. Devi-
ating from the typical boot process, all user cores are loaded using dynamic
partial reconfiguration after verification using the previously loaded custom
cryptographic cores during Stage 2 instead of the Stage 1.

If over the lifetime of the device, the user hardware cores require updates,
these updates can be encrypted offline using the encryption key and remotely
transferred to the device. Should the hardened AES core require updates
during its lifetime, e.g. to fix bugs or update to new standards, even this
can be done remotely by signing a new revision with the RSA private key
and replacing the old one. However, any updates to the PUF would need
to be done is secure environment as this would also result in a renewed key
enrollment process. Due to the nature of PUFs, any changes to design could
result in a different bit sequence, resulting in a different encryption key being
reproduced with the existing helper data.

7.5 Practical Implementation of Alternative

and Updatable Configuration of FPGA

SoCs

In this section, a detailed description of the prototype implementation for
the Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA SoC is provided. The design and development
of the PUF and side-channel hardened AES core are beyond the scope of this
work, existing cores are reused for building this prototype. For the PUF, the
PicoPUF from Gu et al. [GO15] is directly reused. While for the hardened
cryptographic core, the side-channel hardened AES core from Unterstein et
al. [UHS+18] is used.
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7.5.1 Device Intrinsic Secret Key Storage

PUFs generate unique-per-device keys by exploiting smallest manufactur-
ing variations in integrated circuits even though the corresponding design is
stable. These keys are generated only on request as soon as the design is
configured into the FPGA and are, thus, not hard-coded in the bitstream
or binary. Generally speaking, there are two classes of PUFs: (i) strong
or challenge-response type of PUFs that have a unique response for a given
input challenge and (ii) weak or identity type PUFs that only have a few
or just a single identify string for a device. The PUF used in this work is
an identity-generator type PUF, meaning that it does not require an input
challenge and is not prone to modeling attacks. A cross coupled feedback
loop contained within a single slice of an FPGA is used to generate a single
random PUF bit.

Rather than using a PUF circuit to directly generate a device depen-
dent key, a fuzzy commitment scheme is used to mask the user-generated
secret key [JW99]. The fuzzy commitment scheme is necessary as the PUF
generates a device-unique but noisy bit sequence. During reproduction, the
fuzzy commitment corrects errors in the sequence and reproduces the key on
demand. This reconstructed key is directly used by cryptographic core, as
shown in Figure 7.4, and is not accessible by any other IP core and software
in the system. Here, for error correction, a (23,12,7) Golay linear block code
is used, where 12 bits of the message is encoded to a 23-bit codeword, with a
Hamming distance of at least 7 between any code pair. This module is part
of the static bitstream which is directly loaded after power-up by the FSBL.
The core is implemented as AXI-lite core with a 256-bit key interface directly
to the hardened AES core and additional control signals that indicate the
current status of the PUF as can be seen in Figure 7.4.

7.5.2 Leakage Resilient Authenticated Decryption
with FIFO

Leakage resilient cryptography is an algorithmic countermeasure against SCA
attacks. The aim of leakage resilience is to bound the data leakage so that an
attacker cannot accumulate data about the processed secret. The advantage
of using a leakage resilient cryptographic core, when compared to other side-
channel protection schemes for block ciphers like masking and hiding, is that
it does not rely on the availability of a true random number generator. For
this work, the leakage resilient advanced encryption standard (LR-AES) core
from Unterstein et al. [UHS+18] is used. A common prerequisite for SCA is
that the attacker is able to guess some intermediate values of the algorithm
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that depends on the secret and an input like the plaintext that is known
to the attacker. The general idea behind construct used here is that only
the initial leakage resilient pseudo random function (LR-PRF) stage needs
to be side-channel secure (through means of leakage resilient cryptography),
because behind it, no public inputs are processed by the block cipher.

This scheme can then be combined with any standard block cipher mode
of operation to provide encryption only or even authenticated encryption.
Here, authenticated encryption is used in order to provide confidentiality as
well as integrity to the user hardware modules to be loaded to the FPGA. The
side-channel hardened AES core is made up of a NIST standard block cipher
AES-128 for the decryption in output feedback mode (OFB) [Nat01], a Galois
message authentication code (GMAC) [Nat07] module for the authentication
of binaries and a LR-PRF to provide security against sophisticated attacks
using localized electromagnetic measurements. The LR-PRF is used to derive
a secret pseudorandom state from a public initialization vector (IV) which
is then used as a (secret) IV for the AES and GMAC, denoted as ˆIV and
ˆIV gmac in Figure 7.4.

The side-channel hardened AES core processes blocks of 128 bits of data
at a time which is sent to it over the AXI interface. Additionally, the module
also takes as input 2 x 128-bit nonce as IVs for the LR-PRF and optionally
also unencrypted additional authentication data of arbitrary length. The key
for the AES is reconstructed using the PUF and directly transferred to it as
can be seen in Figure 7.4.

A typical problem when decrypting and authenticating the complete par-
tial bitstream in one pass is that the authentication tag is verified only at
the end after all the data is processed. In our case, this means that following
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decryption the data is sent to the PR controller to reconfigure the device
before the authentication tag is verified. In order to avoid unauthenticated
data from maliciously configuring or damaging the device, each partial bit-
stream is divided into segments. Each segment is individually encrypted and
the authentication tag is validated at the end of each segment. For this,
the side-channel hardened AES core is enhanced to include a BRAM imple-
mented as FIFO, as shown in Figure 7.4. After decryption, the data blocks
are transferred to the FIFO. The AES core transfers the decrypted data to
the FIFO when the ready signal is high, indicating that the FIFO still has
free space to accept data. The FIFO has a width of 32 bits meaning each
block of decrypted data is stored over four slots in the FIFO. One full seg-
ment of the decrypted data is stored in the FIFO until the authentication tag
for that segment is verified. The partial bitstream is divided into segments
of 4096 bytes with an 128-bit authentication tag appended to it.

Xilinx Zynq offers two different sizes of BRAM: 18 Kbits and 36 Kbits.
Depending on the resource requirement for the use-case we can switch be-
tween two sizes for the bitstream segments. By using the smaller BRAM,
we can save on hardware resources however this could lead to a longer con-
figuration time for the partial bitstreams. While with the larger BRAM, we
have a shorter configuration time at the cost of extra hardware resources.

Once the authentication tag is successfully verified, data of that segment
is transferred to the PR controller. Simultaneously, the decryption and au-
thentication of the next segment of the partial bitstream begins.

7.5.3 Partial Reconfiguration (PR) Controller

This controller module receives segments of the decrypted partial bitstream
following authentication from the FIFO and then passes it to the Xilinx inter-
nal configuration access port (ICAP) interface. The ICAP is a proprietary
interface from Xilinx typically used for configuration readback and recon-
figuration of the FPGA. The ICAP has direct access to the configuration
memory through the configuration registers, hence can be used to dynami-
cally reconfigure the FPGA. It consists of a clock input, two dedicated ports
to read and write (each 32-bit wide), an active low enable pin (CSIB) and
a RDWRB signal to toggle between device reconfiguration or configuration
readback. In the case of device reconfiguration, the reconfiguration data is
sent via the 32-bit input port. While in the configuration readback mode,
the configuration data is sent out via the output port. No alignment of the
bitstream is required, the actual configuration data must be preceded by the
sync word x"AA995566", which can be at any offset and succeeded by the
desync word x"0000000D".
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As ICAP processes 32 bits of data per clock cycle thus, one block of
decrypted data is processed over four clock cycles by the ICAP. Additionally
in this work, the ICAP only operates in the device reconfiguration mode and
hence no configuration data can be read back through the ICAP.

7.6 Results

Here, we describe the prototype implementation for the Xilinx Zynq-7020
FPGA SoC. The resource utilization is noted in Table 7.1. Overall, we only
use around 22 percent of the available slices and 1.5 percent of the available
BRAM of this device, which is among the smaller, low-cost devices of the
Xilinx Zynq-7000 product range. Hence, and despite using a smaller device,
78 percent of the unused slices are still available to implement user hardware
cores. In general the PUF can also be partially reconfigured after the suc-
cessful generation of the key. This also further increases the amount of space
left for user hardware cores.

Table 7.1: Resource utilization

Module Slices BRAM
LUTs Registers RAM36

LR Authenticated Decryption 4568 2810 0
PicoPUF with Fuzzy Commit-
ment

3917 4179 1

PR Controller 50 53 0
ICAP FIFO buffer 99 124 1
Overall (incl. interconnects) 9274 7911 2

All the hardware building blocks are configured and managed over the
AXI interface by software drivers that are patched to a standard U-boot and
FSBL. The helper data for the PUF is generated once and then hard coded
into the FSBL.

7.7 Overall System Security

In this section, we review the overall system security by recalling the boot
process and listing the different threat vectors post-integration together with
the implemented mitigation techniques. A summary of the findings for each
boot stage is listed in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.2: Overview of system security

Threat vector Mitigation

Stage 0. BootROM

Load malicious FSBL Integrity check of FSBL using RSA

Stage 1. FSBL and static FPGA configuration

Learning the PUF Key reproduction triggered by FSBL,
following which PUF is locked

Readout encryption key Key is directly transferred to AES

SCA on PUF Helper data is authenticated before use

Stage 2. U-boot

Loading unauthenticated
configuration

FIFO is used to buffer configuration

Load malicious FSBL or U-boot

An adversary may attempt to bypass the implemented security mechanism
by replacing the boot images with malicious ones. This is prevented by
using the manufacturer-provided RSA signature verification. After power-
up, the BootROM verifies the signature of the FSBL, only after successful
verification of the signature is the control handed off to the FSBL. This check
is enabled by burning an eFuse and cannot be disabled. Subsequently, the
FSBL checks the signature of the U-boot. An adversary trying to forge any
of those signatures would require the private key which is not stored on the
device. Only the hash of the public key is stored on the device’s efuses.

Learning the PUF

For this work we use an identity-generator type of PUF which in general is not
susceptible to modeling attacks. However, if a challenge-response PUF was to
be used it would be prone to modeling attacks, where a mathematical model
of the PUF can be derived with access to a set of challenge-response pairs.
This model behaves identical to the original PUF, thus allowing an adversary
to clone the PUF [RSS+10]. To prevent this, we build in a mechanism to
limit the access to the PUF. Following the loading of the static bitstream
by the FSBL, the FSBL is allowed to trigger a PUF key reproduction only
once. After the successful reproduction of the key, the PUF is locked by the
hardware and is not accessible until the next power-up.
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Readout of the encryption key

An attacker may attempt to corrupt the bitstream so as to include additional
lines to readout the key. This however is prevented by verifying the integrity
(at the same time as its authenticity) of the bitstream before it is loaded.
Thus, what remains is to attempt to read out the key at run-time, e.g. via
shared interfaces. To protect the key from being read by an unauthorised
entity, the reproduced key is directly transferred to the LR-AES core. The
key never leaves the FPGA fabric and is not transferred over any shared
resources of the FPGA SoC, this ensures that no other entity has access to
the key.

SCA attacks on the PUF

SCA attacks on PUF designs are two-fold:

1. Attacks on the core PUF instance

2. Attacks on the post-processing

The PUF used in this work is not expected to be susceptible to attacks
on the bit generation as it performs evaluations in one clock cycle. The
post-processing, however, is at a higher risk of SCA [MSSS11, TPS17]. In
our design the post-processing consists of linear operations, which means
an attacker would need a large number of traces to successfully carry out
differential attacks on the PUF output [Pro05]. As we authenticate the helper
data, which is included in the FSBL, we do not have the risk of an attacker
loading malicious helper data. This leaves the attacker with limited number
of traces. The attacker may still be able to take several measurements of
this single trace which can be averaged to reduce the noise. Even in these
circumstances it seems unlikely that attacker would be able to perform a
simple power analysis.

Load unauthenticated data to FPGA

Authenticated encryption is used to protect confidentiality and integrity of
the partial bitstreams where the decryption and authentication are performed
in parallel. As the authentication tag can only be checked at the end, an ad-
versary can send unauthentic data and it will be decrypted before the invalid
tag is noticed. If the switch boxes and LUTs of the FPGA are falsely con-
figured, it could result in short-circuits in the fabric and thereby destroying
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parts of the device. To prevent decrypted data from being directly trans-
ferred to the PR controller before the authenticity can be verified, the bit-
stream is divided into segments. Each segment has its own verification tag
and is buffered after decryption until it has been successfully authenticated.
Only after the successful verification of a segment, the buffered contents are
transferred to the PR controller.

7.8 Generalization

While we target a Xilinx Zynq-7020 FPGA SoC for our proof of concept,
the method is agnostic to a specific FPGA manufacturer/family as long as it
provides certain common functionalities. We now discuss the portability of
the presented design to other platforms and the additional steps that need to
be taken. The two key requirements to port this design are that the target
provides:

1. Authentication and integrity checking of the static bitstream using pub-
lic key cryptography

2. Partial reconfiguration

In the initial boot step, an authenticity and integrity check of the static
bitstream containing the custom cryptographic cores is necessary. We used
signature verification with public key cryptography on the Xilinx Zynq-7000
device to achieve this. Public key cryptography for this purpose is a widely
adopted feature and is present in the majority of FPGA SoCs that are cur-
rently available. The benefit of using public key cryptography is that no
additional secret key material is necessary and the operation does not need
to be protected against key-recovery attacks.

Partial reconfiguration is necessary to reconfigure parts of the FPGA
fabric at run-time with user cores that were decrypted by our protected
engine. This feature is supported by the leading manufacturers of FPGA
SoCs such as Xilinx and Intel. Thus this design can be ported to these
devices with low effort.

As the Xilinx Zynq-7000 devices do not provide sufficient user accessible
key storage (only 32 bits of user accessible eFuses are available), we opted
to use a PUF for key storage. Newer devices, however, often provide user
accessible secure key storage. Some devices like the Zynq Ultrascale+ Xilinx
and Stratix 10 from Intel even include hard-core PUFs and allow secure boot
using these PUFs. In such cases the PUF can be omitted if the key storage
is trusted to be secure.
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7.9 Summary

In this work, we implemented a scheme to secure FPGA SoC configura-
tions by retrofitting a standard FPGA SoC using dynamic PR, a side-
channel secure cryptographic core and a PUF-based secure key storage to
bind the configuration to a specific device. It is no longer necessary to rely
on manufacturer-provided (possibly insecure) encryption, although it may
be still necessary to sign the static FPGA configuration by manufacturer-
provided features. With the presented scheme we also have the added ad-
vantage of providing field updates to not just the user-hardware cores but
also the integrated custom cryptographic cores.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have shown the impact of malicious hardware on reconfig-
urable SoCs. The work provides a comprehensive study about the current
threats of malicious hardware modules, i.e. hardware trojans, in the IC
development process. Specifically the threat of malicious inclusion at differ-
ent stages of IC development and the factors influencing it are highlighted.
Furthermore, the strengths and challenges of trojan insertion and trojan de-
tection techniques at each development stage are discussed. This analysis
concludes that trojans are easier to insert during the functional design phase
as compared with later fabrication stages. In addition, trojan detection and
prevention techniques are cheaper during the functional design phase than
during the fabrication phase. Current research focuses a lot on the detection
techniques post-fabrication. This might not be very effective as malicious
functionality inserted during the design phase will be difficult to detect by
only using post-fabrication detection techniques. Research should focus more
on the early design stage, especially in regard with the secure integration of
third party IP. As another result, we show that the test development phase is
also vulnerable to malicious modification and steps must be taken to prevent
this.

With the understanding of the vulnerabilities to the IC development
chain, the threat of malicious third party IP cores on the system security
of new contemporary platforms, FPGA SoCs is analyzed. We demonstrate
the feasibility and practical impact of attacks on key security mechanisms of
FPGA SoCs through potentially malicious hardware cores on the FPGA. Two
proof-of-concept implementations demonstrate the impact of such attack vec-
tors. We show how the secure software update process can be compromised
such that an adversary is able to download malicious updates. From this we
learn that such attacks could in newer and expensive devices be prevented
by correctly configuring the IOMMU. However, leaving older and resource
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constrained platforms which have no IOMMU still vulnerable. Next, the
impact of malicious hardware in FPGA SoCs on the secure boot process,
which is one of the most crucial security mechanisms for embedded devices
is studied. Here, a malicious hardware core is used to bypass the secure boot
process to load a malicious kernel over the network. Thereby bypassing other
implemented security mechanisms such as an IOMMU, as they are usually
set-up later in the boot process by the kernel.

With the accessibility to third party IP stores on the rise, and as embed-
ded systems are enticing new fields, trust in outsourced IP cores is a growing
concern. Hence, in addition to studying the threats of malicious hardware
to system security, techniques to protect the system against such threats are
also investigated. In that, two concrete countermeasures are developed to
enhance the security of such systems. To prevent unauthorized accesses to
the memory we show how third party IP with access to memory can be iso-
lated using our security enhanced AXI-wrapper. This helps protect against
attacks like the one described in this work by restricting the IP cores with
access to the memory. We also present a sound scheme to retrofit existing sys-
tems, whose cryptographic cores have been subject to side-channel attacks.
Dynamic partial reconfiguration together with secure and updatable cryp-
tographic cores are used to securely configure user hardware modules in an
FPGA SoC. The goal here is to step away from the reliance on manufacturer-
provided security mechanisms and move towards user-trusted cryptographic
cores to secure the system.



Future Work

This work highlights the general threat of malicious hardware on the overall
security of FPGA SoCs. As these platforms become pervasive, so are the
threats to such platforms. For instance, most leading cloud service providers
are now also integrating FPGAs in their computing centers for applications
that require more processing power. In our opinion, the threat vectors will
also extend to remote attacks on such platforms.

Attack vectors which were assumed to require physical access, such as
side-channel attacks, to the device are now feasible through remote channels.
Recent publications have shown, how a malicious core on the FPGA can
be used to perform power analysis attacks of other cores on the same fabric
[SGMT18a, ZS18] as well as between two chips on the same PCB [SGMT18b].
Hence one area of future work is to analyze and secure FPGA-based cloud
services. It is essential to ensure that a malicious core in one FPGA is not
able to corrupt other parts of the system.

Another area for future research is in the development of trusted tools. At
the moment researchers and other system integrators are mostly dependent
on manufacturers provided tools which are typically closed source. Making it
hard to review them. In the future, more effort could be spend in developing
such open-source tools. Work has already begun in this direction, e.g. Project
IceStorm for Lattice FPGAs, but a lot of effort is still required to make them
a viable alternative to the manufacturer-provided tools.
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